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General introduction 
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Bacterial endospores (commonly referred to as spores) are the 

metabolically dormant forms of the spore formers, discovered by Cohn and Koch 

in the late 19th century1,2. Their inhabitable environment includes, but is not 

limited to, soil, water and the gastrointestinal tract of animals and humans3,4. 

Species from the genera Bacillus and Clostridium can form spores when the 

environment is unfavorable, and the spores can survive under harsh 

environmental conditions, such as, heat, desiccation, radiation and chemical 

insult1,5,6. Due to their extreme resistance properties, contamination of bacterial 

spore formers of some species has become one of the challenges in industrial 

processing and their long-term persistence in and on food and medical 

products7,8. What’s more, upon ingestion of the spores of some species, spore 

germination and outgrowth into vegetative cells can cause vomiting or diarrhea 

due to the action of toxins produced by growing cells9–11. In addition, spores of 

Bacillus anthracis have long been considered a potential bioterrorism agent12. 

On the bright side, spores’ extreme resistance increases interest in using spores 

as a delivery vehicle for vaccines as well as growing probiotic bacteria13–15. 

Among the Bacillales, the model organism Bacillus subtilis is the most studied 

gram-positive bacterium and its complete genome sequence was reported in 

199716. B. subtilis is non-pathogenic, and cells are rod-shaped. The formed 

spores are phase bright, oval, 1.07 ± 0.09 µm long and 0.48 ± 0.03 µm in 

diameter17. In this chapter, general information about spore structure, 

resistance, germination, and formation (sporulation) will be introduced. Notably, 

general knowledge about bacterial spores is mostly based on studies of B. 

subtilis, unless noted otherwise. 

1. Spore structure and resistance 

The basic substructures of spores were first described by  Koch18. 

Research on the resistance of bacterial spores to different conditions have 

identified a number of factors determining the resistance properties19. The 

spore core is surrounded by multiple layers (Figure 1) and is where DNA is 

saturated by the protective α/β-type small, acid-soluble proteins (SASPs). The 

core has a low level of water, 28—57% of wet weight with ≥80% in a growing 

cell20,21, and a high level of pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid (dipicolinic acid [DPA]) 

chelated with various divalent cations, mostly Ca2+. The unique features of the 
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spore core contribute to spore resistance to desiccation, dry and wet heat, UV 

and γ-radiation and genotoxic chemicals. The spore also has enzymes to repair 

DNA damage caused by environmental stresses, when spores germinate and 

grow out22–24. Outside the core, there are two membranes, the inner membrane 

(IM) surrounds the spore core. Its low permeability to small molecules, even 

water, protects the spore from DNA-damage caused by biocidal chemicals25. 

Also, the IM is considered to play an important role in spore germination. The 

roles of the outer membrane in spores is to tether spore coat layers through 

SpoVM and SpoIVA, and may be involved in spore UV resistance as it contains 

pigments that can absorb UV26,27. The peptidoglycan (PG) cortex and the thinner 

germ cell wall are located between the two forespore membranes, with the 

germ cell wall outside the IM and will become the cell wall after spore 

germination. Proper formation of the cortex layers is necessary for dehydration 

of the spore core and essential for spore resistance properties28,29. Multiprotein 

protective layers, called the coat, are outside the outer membrane including the 

basement layer, inner coat, outer coat and crust (Figure 1A, B). In some species, 

such as the pathogenic bacteria B. anthracis, B. thuringensis and B. cereus, an 

additional layer called exosporium is loosely attached the outside of spores 

(Figure 1C). Both coats and exosporium contribute to the spore resistance to 

extreme physical and chemical stresses and ingestion by bacteriovores30–32. 

Besides, the presence of exosporium provides a hydrophobic surface that may 

be involved in spores’ adhesion to the host and other organisms33,34. The coat is 

mainly made of proteins. More than 70 proteins have been identified in the coat 

layers30. About 30% of the coat proteins are insoluble and highly cross-linked, 

contributing to the spore resistance35–37. Among the coat proteins, SpoIVA, SafA, 

CotE and CotX/Y/Z are morphogenetic proteins for the various coat layers 

(Figure 2). SpoIVA surrounds the outer membrane, anchoring the coat layers to 

the spore27. Mutation of spoIVA, as well as spoVM and spoVID, will result in the 

improper formation of coat layers27,38,39. Different from spoIVA mutation, either 

spoVM or spoVID mutants can still localize coat proteins to the spore surface but 

fail to surround the spore.  SafA and CotE are necessary proteins for the 

formation of the inner and outer coats, separately40,41, and the crust is absent 

when cotX/Y/Z are deleted individually or in combination42,43.  
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Figure 1. Cartoon of a typical B. subtilis spore (A), and electron micrographs 

of cross-sections of spores of B. subtilis (B) and B. anthracis (C). The following 

spore compartments or structures are normally recognized in electron 

micrographs of spores of B. subtilis: the spore core (Cr), the cortex PG layer 

(Cx), the undercoat region (Uc), the inner (Ic) and the outer (Oc) coat layers. 

In addition to these spore structures, the spore in panel C shows an 

exosporium (Ex) formed by a basal layer (Bl) and a hair-like glycoprotein nap 

(Hn). The exosporium is separated from the electrodense coat (Co) by a region 

called the interspace (Is). Adapted from30,44. 
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Figure 2. Morphogenetic proteins and representative coat proteins of B. 

subtilis spores. Polymerization of morphogenetic proteins, SpoIVA, SafA, CotE 

and CotX/Y/Z, creates the necessary binding sites for each of the individual 

coat proteins that make up each layer. Adapted from44. 

2. Spore germination and outgrowth 

Spores can remain resistant and metabolically dormant until nutrients 

become available again. Ions and nutrients, including sugars and amino acids, 

will traverse the coat and cortex layers to reach the germinant receptors (GRs) 

located in the IM to trigger spore germination followed by outgrowth45. Spore’s 

IM contains a set of GR proteins, with different GRs involved in sensing different 

nutrient molecules45,46. In contrast, in spores of C. difficile, a coat protein, CspC, 

senses bile salts which trigger germination47. Additionally, spore germination 

can often be triggered by cationic surfactants, high hydrostatic pressure and 

exogenous CaDPA45,48,49. Upon commitment to germinate following germinant 

sensing, CaDPA is released through an IM channel composed of SpoVA 

proteins45,46,50. In Bacillus spores, CaDPA release triggers the hydrolysis of the 
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cortex layer by CwlJ located in spore coat and/or cortex and SleB from the outer 

surface of the IM51–53. Following cortex hydrolysis, the spore core takes up water 

and remodels the IM and the germ cell wall PG. During this period the brightness 

of the spore in phase-contrast microscopy decreases drastically (Figure 3), and 

spore core proteins and lipids in the IM become mobile45. Due to core 

rehydration, release of CaDPA and degradation of SASPs, most resistance 

properties of spores are lost. During this period, metabolism within the spore 

gradually becomes active, and finally, germinated spores enter the process of 

outgrowth46,54. Spores slowly increase their volume until the cell bursts out of 

the coat55. Germination of spores in a population is heterogenous56. Multiple 

factors contribute to this heterogeneity, including the amounts of GRs, 

sporulation conditions, etc.57–59. 

 

Figure 3. Plots of spore germination and outgrowth of a Bacillus subtilis 

spore analyzed with SporeTracker.  Above: Phase-bright to phase-dark 

transition, marked with a small circle at 90% (start of germination) and 10% 

(end of germination) of the entire (pixel) intensity drop range (brightness). 

Below: various snapshots at different stages of germination and outgrowth. 

The burst of the cell out of the spore coat is accompanied by a relative short 

and significant increase in volume (marked by the green circle). Adapted 
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from55. 

3. Sporulation cycle 

Vegetative B. subtilis can initiate a process to form spores, called 

sporulation, under unfavorable conditions, for instance nutrient limitation. 

Several morphological changes take place during sporulation (Figure 4). The 

process starts with an asymmetric division close to one pole of the cell, either 

the old pole or the newly formed pole in cell replication60. A smaller 

compartment, the forespore, and a larger compartment, the mother cell, are 

generated. The forespore is then engulfed by the mother cell, giving a 

sporangium with the engulfed forespore which is the developing spore (Figure 

5a). Assembly of different spore layers, core dehydration and CaDPA uptake are 

completed late in sporulation. At the end of sporulation, the spore is released 

from the sporangium by the lysis of the mother cell. The generated spores may 

remain dormant and resistant for hundreds, maybe thousands of years61,62, and 

are capable of terminating dormancy by quickly germinating and resuming 

vegetative growth, as described above.  
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Figure 4. the sporulation and germination cycle in Bacillus subtilis, adapted 

from44. 

3.1. Mother cell line of sporulation  

Coat and cortex assembly is mainly accomplished in the mother cell 

compartment30,63,64. Upon completion of asymmetric division, the 

morphogenetic protein SpoIVA is expressed in the mother cell, and localized 

near the mother cell side of the septum65,66. Following the engulfment stage, 

SpoIVA surrounds the forespore and localizes outside of the outer membrane, 

with help of SpoVM27,66,67. Concomitantly, SpoVID, SafA and CotE are assembled 

directly or indirectly associated with SpoIVA. CotE is ~75 nm away from the outer 

membrane65. The region delimited by SpoIVA and CotE forms a scaffold of the 

coat layers, called the matrix or precoat65,68. Subsequently, other structural and 

functional coat proteins are recruited and assembled into the precoat forming 

the inner and outer coat layers and the crust. However, the precise composition 

of the precoat, as well as the mechanism of coat assembly is not completely 

known44,69,70. After mother cell lysis, a final step of coat formation takes place, 

as some proteins are cross-linked into high-molecular-mass forms, mediated by 

coat proteins such as Tgl and YabG71,72.  For the formation of cortex, the PG 

precursors and related proteins are synthesized in the mother cell, but the 

assembly mechanism is by no means completely understood29,64.  

3.2. Forespore line of sporulation 

The pH of the spore core is ~6.5, which is lower than that of vegetative 

cells73. In sporulation, the pH in the forespore decreases at ~ the 4th hour of 

sporulation, while the pH in the mother cell remains constant, and similar to 

that in the vegetative cell74,75. The low pH in forespores may be involved in 

regulating activities of forespore enzymes75. The inner PG layer, the germ cell 

wall, is just outside the inner forespore membrane, and this PG’s structure is 

more similar to the vegetative cell wall PG than cortex PG. In contrast to the 

synthesis of cortex PG in the mother cell, the germ cell wall PG is synthesized in 

the forespore, and prior to the synthesis of cortex PG76,77. The dehydration of 

the core is achieved in late sporulation coordinately with CaDPA uptake from 

the mother cell. How the water level in the core is decreased, and how the  
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permeability of the inner membrane decreases are not fully clear, but CaDPA 

uptake is via an IM SpoVA channel78,79. Expression of the SpoVA channel proteins, 

GRs and SASPs are carried out within the forespore45,79,80.  

4. Transcriptional regulatory system of sporulation 

Sporulation initiation is governed by the master sporulation 

transcriptional regulator SpoA81,82. A large group of genes is controlled by Spo0A, 

including those involved in asymmetric division and early sporulation82,83. One 

important protein in formation of the asymmetric septum is FtsZ84,85. It 

assembles at polar positions on two sides of the cell and forms two FrsZ rings. 

One of the two rings develops into an asymmetric septum. Upon completion of 

asymmetric division, forespore and mother cell compartment-specific sigma 

factors direct the sporulation program, including two forespore sigma factors, 

SigF and SigG, and two mother cell sigma factors, SigE and SigK (Figure 5b). SigF 

is first activated after asymmetric division, and controls about 50 genes80,86. Its 

precursor, SpoIIAC, is expressed under control of Spo0A and expressed before 

asymmetric division. Activation of SpoIIAC involves SpoIIE, SpoIIAA and SpoIIAB, 

as well as genetic asymmetry between the forespore and mother cell87,88. Similar 

to SigF, the SigE precursor is also under the control of Spo0A and expressed prior 

to asymmetric division, but is only activated shortly after the completion of 

asymmetric division and directs expression of genes in the mother cell, including 

those for engulfment89,90. Like SigE and SigF, inactive SigG and SigK are expressed 

in forespore and mother cell, respectively, before the completion of engulfment 

and becomes active after engulfment.  

Intercellular signaling between forespore and mother cell are essential 

for the subsequent activation of SigE, SigG and SigK (Figure 5c). Among the SigF 

controlled proteins, SpoIIR is expressed within the forespore and then secreted 

into the intermembrane space of the asymmetric septum, where mother cell 

protein SpoIIGA is activated by association with SpoIIR91. Then the activated 

SpoIIGA converts the SigE precursor into an active form92, and sigG transcription 

is controlled by SigF and SigG itself. The activation mechanism of SigG is not fully 

clear, but involves the feeding tube connecting forespore and mother cell, and 

contains forespore protein SpoIIQ, SpoIIAA, mother cell SpoIIIA proteins and the 
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completion of engulfment93–96. In recent, a study shows that a hairpin structure 

in the sigG mRNA has effects on the expression of SigG and further affects 

proper SigG activation97. Expression of the SigK precursor is dependent on both 

SigE and SpoIIID98. SpoIIID is one of the SigE regulated proteins which includes 

around 270 genes86,99. SigK directs expression of around 150 genes, including 

another mother cell-specific transcription factor, GerE86,99. SpoIIID and GerE can 

act as either a repressor or an activator to regulate gene transcription in the 

mother cell. Activation of SigK is dependent on a protease SpoIVFB, which is 

located at the intermembrane space between the forespore and mother cell100. 

The protease activity of SpoIVFB is held inactive by forming a complex with 

SpoIVFA and BofA. The SigG controlled forespore protein SpoIVB is capable of 

reacting with SpoIVFA to convert inactive SpoIVFB into an active form101. 

 

Figure 5. Transcriptional regulators during sporulation. (a) Asymmetric 

division and engulfment. (b) Mother cell and forespore-specific sigma factors. 

(c) Intercellular signaling cascade between mother cell and forespore. 

Adapted from69. 

5. Phosphorelay heterogeneity  

In a population of vegetative growing cells, sporulation takes place 
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heterogeneously. This could be a bet-hedging strategy to allow the population 

to confirm the necessity of sporulation before entering this time and energy 

consuming process60. Initiation of sporulation is governed by the DNA-binding 

protein Spo0A. It is not a sigma factor but a regulator showing distinct regulatory 

behaviors between the high and low phosphorylated forms (Spo0A~P)82,102 

(Figure 6A). Around 500 genes are influenced by Spo0A~P in the early stages of 

sporulation and ~120 genes are directly affected by the low and high levels of 

Spo0A~P. Spo0A is constantly expressed during vegetative growth and stays at 

a low level of protein abundance and a low phosphorylated state. Progressive 

increases in Spo0A~P to a high level then result in the initiation of sporulation103. 

The sporulation program has been introduced in detail (see above). 

Phosphorylation of Spo0A is governed by the phosphorelay, a two component 

system104 (Figure 6B). The phosphorelay comprises multiple components 

besides Spo0A, including histidine kinases (KinA-E), and two 

phosphotransferases Spo0F and Spo0B. The histidine kinases respond to 

environmental signals driven by starvation and phosphorylate themselves. Then 

the phosphoryl groups are transferred to Spo0A via phosphotransferases Spo0F 

and Spo0B. Increased Spo0A~P will activate a number of feedback loops to re-

enforce the expression of KinA, Spo0F and Spo0A69,105. Finally, the high Spo0A~P 

triggers sporulation and then asymmetric division. One of the mechanisms 

making sporulation heterogenous is the highly dynamic expression of the 

phosphorelay genes between individual cells within the population106. Artificial 

induction of KinA-C can result in a more  homogenous sporulation than wild-

type sporulation103,106.  

Another source of sporulation heterogeneity is related to the high 

sensitivity or bi-stability of the decision to sporulate107.  This is notable, in 

particular, concerning the need for high Spo0A~P threshold levels to trigger 

sporulation. Consequently, a minor change in Spo0A~P level at around the 

threshold will determine the fate of cell differentiation—vegetative division or 

asymmetric division, even though there are still discussions on the origin of this 

high sensitivity107. Fluctuation of the phosphate flux through the relay alters the 

phosphorylation rate of Spo0A and therefore affects the timing to reach the 

threshold of sporulation108. Additionally, phosphorylation of Spo0A is 
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coordinated with the completion of DNA replication (Figure 6A) and always 

happens after DNA replication in each cell replication cycle109,110. This is due to 

the unique chromosomal arrangement of kinA and spo0F. On the genome of B. 

subtilis, kinA is close to the terminus of DNA replication and spo0F is close to the 

origin. A transient high amount of spo0F is generated during DNA replication 

which represses the Spo0A phosphorylation via a negative-feedback loop, and 

releases the inhibition after the completion of DNA replication109. In this way, 

pulsed phosphorylation of Spo0A is formed in a continuous replicating cell under 

starvation111. Moreover, the pulsed Spo0A phosphorylation is indispensable for 

the successful entering of sporulation109. Along with the cell population growth, 

cells will gradually slow their growth rate and take more time to complete a cell 

cycle. The prolonged replication time lengthens the period between DNA 

replication events and further allows sporulating cell accumulation of Spo0A~P. 

Finally, the growth rate is slow enough to allow cells to accumulate Spo0A~P to 

the threshold needed for sporulation112. Cell growth rates in a population may 

differ between individuals and generations needed to trigger sporulation could 

also be highly dynamic or heterogenous112. 

 

Figure 6. A high-level of Spo0A~P triggers the initiation of sporulation. A. 
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Schematic overview of the cell fate decision between vegetative division and 

sporulation made by B. subtilis cells during starvation. B. Diagram of the 

sporulation network that senses starvation and controls the cell‐fate decision. 

Adapted from107. 

6. Outline of the thesis  

Bacillus subtilis is the most well-studied spore former, however a lot 

remains unknown about the relationship between spore protein composition 

and spore high heat resistance. To that end we set out on a proteomic 

characterization of spores, first in the wild-type aiming at a detailed time-

resolved analysis of spore protein biogenesis in sporulation. To do so, 

heterogeneity in sporulation induction was addressed and spore formation was 

artificially induced in a homogeneous manner. The resulting spore protein co-

expression network was characterized. Next, spore proteomics analysis was 

performed on spores obtained from a foodborne isolate characterized by the 

formation of high heat resistant spores. Finally, the thesis describes the 

application of a novel protein extraction method that allows one to use SDS in 

proteome extraction protocols facilitating membrane protein analysis. This will 

be of use in more detailed time resolved germination protein analyses in the 

future aimed at resolving spore protein biogenesis as due to its compatibility 

with SDS the method is more versatile than the ONE-POT extraction protocol 

used in chapters 2-4. Given these overall aims, Chapter 1 details background 

knowledge on the heterogeneous sporulation initiation, sporulation, spore 

structure, spore resistance and germination. To make sporulation initiation as 

homogeneous as possible, a kinA-inducible strain is used and the consequence 

of artificially homogenizing sporulation initiation on the spore proteome, 

structure, resistance, and germination is evaluated in Chapter 2. With induced 

expression of kinA, sporulation is synchronized to result in 70% spore formation 

of the population within 8 hours. During this homogeneous sporulation, the 

dynamic changeover of the proteome is investigated in Chapter 3. 

Comprehensive protein co-expression network analysis reveals the emergence 

of four modules of protein expression patterns during sporulation. In Chapter 4, 

Bacillus subtilis A163, a strain producing highly resistant spores, is investigated 

with respect to its spore proteome. The spore proteome comparison with a lab 
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strain probes for protein-based cues that might be the basis of the observed 

high thermal resistance of A163 spores. Chapter 5 addresses the successful 

application of the single-pot, solid phase-enhanced sample-preparation (SP3) on 

spore proteome determination, indicating that SP3 is an alternative method in 

the study of spore proteomics. Overall, Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses the 

results focusing on the implications of the data for spore thermal stress 

resistance and future perspectives derived from the results described in this 

thesis.  
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Abstract 

To facilitate more accurate spore proteomic analysis, the current study 

focuses on inducing homogeneous sporulation by overexpressing kinA and 

assesses the effect of synchronized sporulation initiation on spore resistance, 

structures, the germination behavior at single-spore level and the proteome. 

The results indicate that, in our set up, the sporulation by overexpressing kinA 

can generate a spore yield of 70% within 8 h. The procedure increases spore 

wet heat resistance and thickness of the spore coat and cortex layers, whilst 

delaying the time to spore phase-darkening and burst after addition of 

germinant. The proteome analysis reveals that the upregulated proteins in the 

kinA induced spores, compared to spores without kinA induction, as well as the 

‘wildtype’ spores, are mostly involved in spore formation. The downregulated 

proteins mostly belong to the categories of coping with stress, carbon and 

nitrogen metabolism, as well as sporulation. Thus, while kinA overexpression 

enhances synchronicity in sporulation initiation, it also has profound effects on 

the central equilibrium of spore formation and spore germination, through 

modulation of the spore molecular composition and stress resistance 

physiology. 
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1. Introduction 

Spore forming bacteria, such as Bacillus subtilis, develop into an 

endospore when environmental conditions are unfavorable. A sporulating cell 

asymmetrically divides into two compartments of different sizes: a smaller 

forespore and a larger mother cell. The forespore is, then, engulfed by the 

mother cell and develops into a mature spore. The mother cell provides a 

nurturing environment for spore development. At the end of sporulation, the 

spore is released coincidently with the lysis of the mother cell. Sigma factors, 

including SigF, SigE, SigG and SigK, become active during sporulation and then 

direct transcription of genes that result in spore formation1,2. Spo0A, the master 

transcription regulator of sporulation and activates two types of promoters; one 

is used by the RNA polymerases containing SigA, the other containing SigH3. The 

transcription of sigF in the forespore and sigE in the mother cell is activated by 

a certain amount of phosphorylated Spo0A (Spo0A~P)4,5. Meanwhile, sigG and 

sigK are separately and sequentially activated further in the forespore and 

mother cell, respectively1. SigA, the housekeeping sigma factor, stays active in 

both forespore and mother cell during the process of sporulation6,7. 

The initiation of sporulation takes place heterogeneously. It is 

controlled by a phosphorelay system, which is in charge of phosphorylating 

Spo0A. In this phosphorelay, the sporulation kinases (KinA, B, C, D and E) 

phosphorylate Spo0F which in turn phosphorylates Spo0B ultimately leading to 

Spo0A phosphorylation1,8. Once Spo0A~P is accumulated and reaches a 

threshold, it triggers sporulation9. The heterochronic activation of phosphorelay 

genes is a crucial cause of sporulation heterogeneity, and the overexpression of 

kinA, B and C results in the loss of this heterogeneity10. In the absence of kinA 

expression, kinB has the ability to rescue sporulation11. Additionally, fluctuation 

in the transfer of the phosphoryl groups through the phosphorelay forces the 

phosphorylation rates of Spo0A to differ between the sporulating cells12. Spo0A 

can only be phosphorylated in-between the DNA replication cycles13. The 

decrease of growth rates prolongs the time between two DNA replications, 

which allows Spo0A~P to reach the threshold, thereby triggering the onset of 

sporulation14. Further contributing to sporulation heterogeneity is the fact that 

the sporulating cells at the early stage of sporulation cannibalize their non-
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sporulating siblings to support their vegetative growth and, ultimately, their 

spore formation15. 

The initiation heterogeneity of sporulation makes sure that sporulation, 

an energy- and time-consuming process, remains the last-resort to resist 

unfavorable conditions. However, whether such heterogeneity is purposely 

inbuilt to modulate, for instance, the heterogeneity in spore germination, is not 

known. Sporulation and germination heterogeneity causes problems in bacterial 

spore control strategies of food industries16. From an analytical point of view, 

sporulation heterogeneity complicates proteomic studies of spore protein 

composition, as the level of homogeneity of a sample determines how well 

protein analyses can be coupled to certain spore developmental stages. To 

facilitate a more sensitive spore proteomic analysis, a kinA-inducible strain of 

Bacillus subtilis may be used to synchronize input of phosphoryl groups and 

trigger sporulation12,14,17,18. However, how well sporulation can be synchronized 

and what the effect is, of the synchronization by overexpressing kinA on the 

spore properties, is not clear. 

The current study focuses on synchronizing the initiation of sporulation 

by overexpressing kinA, thus synchronizing the expression of KinA, and 

controlling the medium glucose concentration, where high glucose represses, 

and low glucose derepresses, the phosphorylation of Spo0A. In addition, we 

assess the effect of the artificial sporulation induction (ASI) on spore resistance, 

the germination behavior at single-spore level and the spore structure. Finally, 

the proteomes of spores with and without kinA overexpression were assessed. 

The results indicate that synchronized sporulation by overexpressing kinA can 

generate a spore yield of 70% within 8 h. The procedure increases spore wet 

heat resistance and thickness of the spore coat and cortex layers, whilst delaying 

the time to spore germination (phase-darkening) and burst during spore 

outgrowth. The proteome analysis reveals that the upregulated proteins in the 

kinA-induced spores, compared to spores without kinA induction as well as the 

‘wildtype’ spores, are mostly involved in spore formation. The downregulated 

proteins mostly belong to the categories associated with coping with stress, 

carbon and nitrogen metabolism, as well as the regulation of sporulation. Thus, 

while kinA overexpression through ASI enhances the synchronicity in 
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sporulation initiation, it also has profound effects on the central equilibrium of 

spore formation and spore germination through the modulation of the spore 

molecular composition and stress resistance physiology. 

2. Results 

2.1. Overexpression of kinA minimizes heterogeneity in sporulation initiation 

A concentration series of IPTG (Isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside) 

was tested and induction with 100 μM IPTG was selected for subsequent 

experiments (Supplementary Figure S1). As shown in Figure 1A, enhanced kinA 

expression through ASI yields 70% spores within 8 h, while in that timeframe, 

only a small portion of spores is formed in the wildtype and uninduced mutant 

cells. Given the generally accepted notion on the time needed to form spores 

(see, for example, Ref.9,10) and this high 8 h yield, we inferred that ASI spore 

formation was markedly synchronized (see also microscopic images for t = 3, 4, 

5, 6 and 7 h in Supplementary File S1). A further 10% of the cells sporulated in 

the next 16 h to yield a maximum of 80% spores in the induced culture after 24 

h. This yield is comparable to the non-synchronously initiated sporulation 

achieved in the wildtype strain within 24 h. The addition of IPTG does not affect 

the spore yield of the wildtype strain. Uninduced mutant cells yield around 50% 

spores after 24 h, presumably mediated by kinB, which is still present in the 

mutant cells. Their corresponding microscopic images are shown in Figure 1B. 
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Figure 1. Proportion of spores of wildtype and mutant strain with and 

without IPTG, at 8 and 24 h after glucose dilution. M+, IPTG-induced spores. 

M−, uninduced spores. WT+, wildtype spores with addition of IPTG. WT−, 

wildtype spores without addition of IPTG. (A) Bar graph of the sporulation 

efficiency. Statistical significance is determined by one-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA). *, P <0.05; ****, P < 0.0001. (B) Typical microscopic images 

corresponding to (A). 

2.2. Synchronized sporulation yields spores with a thicker cortex, coat layers 

and a larger spore diameter. 

Over 50 cross-sectioned images for every M+/− and WT+/− spores were 

taken using a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The thickness of coat and 

cortex layers and diameter of spores and their cores are measured. Figure 2A 

shows different spore structures. The mean thickness of cortex and coat layers 

of M+ spores are 72.5 ± 13.8 nm and 92 ± 17.9 nm, respectively. Both layers are 

significantly thicker than M− (cortex, 49.5 ± 9.5 nm; coat, 83.8 ± 13.7 nm) and 

WT+/− spores (WT+ cortex, 41.4 ± 8.0 nm, WT+ coat, 83.4 ± 11 nm; WT− cortex, 

46.7 ± 10.3 nm, WT− coat, 81.8 ± 16.4 nm) (Figure 2B). The M+ spore core (355.9 

± 57 nm) is significantly larger than WT+ spores (331.9 ± 35.6 nm). The M+ spore 

diameter (773 ± 80 nm) is significantly larger than M− spores (685.1 ± 71.8 nm) 

and WT+/− spores (WT+, 648.5 ± 38.9 nm; WT−, 672.1 ± 49.5 nm) (Figure 2C). 
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Figure 2. Effect of kinA-induction on spore structure of B. subtilis wildtype 

and kinA-inducible mutant strains. Provided are: a representative electron 

microscopic image of induced mutant spores (A) and the measurements of 

the thickness of spore coat and cortex layers (B) and the diameters of spores 
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and their cores (C) from Bacillus subtilis wildtype and mutant strain, with and 

without IPTG. For every sample, over 50 individual spores have been 

measured (nM+ = 59, nM− = 80, nWT+ =60, nWT− = 57). Statistical significance is 

determined by a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 

0.01; ****, P < 0.0001. Typical TEM images of different strains are submitted 

in Supplementary File S2. 

2.3. Spores upon synchronously initiating sporulation acquire increased wet 

heat resistance and are delayed in start of germination and burst 

From the spores treated at 85°C. Figure 3 shows that more M+ spores 

have survived the wet heat treatment of 10 and 15 min compared to WT+/− 

spores, but no significant difference is evident in the number of surviving spores 

following 20 min of wet heat treatment. The time required for the start of spore 

germination and the burst time have been analyzed for individual spores. M+ 

spores need a significant longer time (27.3 ± 12.3 min) to start germination 

compared to WT+/− and M− spores (9.3 ± 4.3 min, 11.2 ± 4.9 min, and 9.8 ± 3 

min respectively; Figure 4A). Moreover, while there is no difference between 

M+ and M- spores in terms of time from the end of germination to the burst, 

the M+ and M− spores need a significant longer time (183.9 ±104.9 min and 

187.5 ± 70.7 min) to burst compared to WT+ and WT− spores (137 ± 36.5 min 

and 129.3 ± 25.8 min; Figure 4B). 
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Figure 3. Effect of kinA-induction on spore survival after heat treatment. 

Statistical significance is determined by one-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001. 

 

Figure 4. Distribution of time to start of germination and burst time of 

spores. Mean and standard deviation were shown in the distribution. (A) time 

to start of germination of M+ spores (n = 125), M− spores (n = 121), WT+ 

spores (n = 115) and WT− spores (n = 125), harvested at 24 h after glucose 

dilution. (B) time from end of germination to start of burst of spores for M+ (n 

= 78), M− (n = 51), WT+ (n = 66) and WT− (n = 96). Statistical significance is 

determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; 

***, P < 0.001; ****, P < 0.0001. 

2.4. Most upregulated proteins and a subgroup of downregulated proteins in 

M+ spores are related to sporulation. 

The proteome comparisons of M+ spores to the M− and WT+ spores has 

led to the quantification of 631 and 840 proteins respectively (Supplementary 

Table S1). Of the quantified proteins, 109 (for M+ vs. M− spore comparison) and 

135 (for M+ vs. WT+ spore comparison) proteins are differentially expressed 

(Figure 5A, B). SigA, SigE, SigK, SigG, GerE and SpoIIID are the transcriptional 

regulators of the genes of the upregulated proteins (Figure 6A, B). Sporulation 

is the category where most of the upregulated proteins are classified into, and 

a comparable number of downregulated proteins are also classified as being 

involved in sporulation (Figure 6C, D). The differentially expressed proteins 

related to sporulation are listed in Table 1. KinA itself is as expected induced in 
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M+ spores, represented by the higher log2 transformed protein ratios of 4.11 

(M+/M−) and 5.29 (M+/WT+) for KinA. These essentially indicate that the M+ 

spores have 17 to 39 times the amount of KinA protein compared to M− and 

WT+ spores. Among the upregulated sporulation proteins, CotQ, CotU, YheC, 

YjqC, CotC, CotJABC, SpsB, YabG and GerT are coat proteins; YdhD is one of the 

spore cortex lytic enzymes19, and the others are proteins of unknown function. 

The downregulated sporulation proteins include coat proteins CgeA, CotG, 

CotW, CotX, small acid-soluble spore proteins (SASPs) SspA, SspE, SspG proteins 

OppA, OppC, OppD, OppF, GlnG, ParA, PbpF, YuaG, BdbD, DacB, PhoP, PhoR, 

SpoVD, and some proteins of unknown function. MurG, involved in cortex 

peptidoglycan precursor synthesis, is upregulated, albeit, N-acetylmuramic acid 

deacetylase PdaA, crucial in cortex formation, is downregulated. GerBC, one of 

the germinant receptors (GRs), is downregulated in M+ spores. 

 

Figure 5. Volcano plots of proteomic comparison of spores. X-axis indicates 

the average of log2 isotopic ratios from the replicates. Negative values 

indicate downregulation and positive values indicate upregulation; Y axis is 

−log10 p-value. Dots in red indicate differentially expressed proteins. Dots in 

black indicate proteins that are not significantly changed in protein 

expression. Numbers in red and black in brackets are the number of 

differentially expressed proteins and total quantified proteins, respectively. 

(A) M+ spores are compared to M− sores. (B) M+ spores are compared to WT+ 

spores. 
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Figure 6. Regulators and functional classification of differentially expressed 

proteins. The X-axis indicates the number of proteins classified into regulatory 

or functional categories, as depicted on the Y-axis. Note that every protein 

could occupy more than one regulatory or functional category. Stacked bars 

in black and gray indicate the number of upregulated and downregulated 

proteins, respectively. (A) Regulators of differentially expressed proteins in 
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M+ spores compared to M− spores. (B) Regulators of differentially expressed 

proteins in M+ spores compared to WT+ spores. (C) and (D) are the 

corresponding functional classification to (A) and (B) and their respective 

comparisons. 

Table 1. Differentially expressed sporulation related proteins in kinA-

overexpressed mutant spores of B. subtilis. 

Protein Log2(M+/M−) Log2(M+/WT+) Function Product 

Upregulation 

CotQ 1.66 1.70 protection of the spore spore coat protein 

CotU 2.49 2.00 resistance of the spore outer spore coat protein 

GerE 2.70 2.90 
regulation of SigK-

dependent gene expression 

transcriptional regulator (LuxR-FixJ 

family) 

YheC 3.07 3.17 Unknown ATP-binding spore coat protein 

YhxC 2.03 1.24 Unknown unknown 

YjqC 1.66 2.49 protection of the spore spore coat protein 

YpqA 1.31 2.14 Unknown unknown 

YraF 1.41 1.09 Unknown unknown 

YtcC 2.05 2.46 
lipopolysaccharide 

biosynthesis 
sporulation protein 

YxeD 1.29 1.47 Unknown unknown 

CotC 1.51 N.A. resistance of the spore spore coat protein (outer) 

CotJA 1.31 N.A. 
polypeptide composition of 

the spore coat 
unknown 

CotJB 1.30 N.A. 
polypeptide composition of 

the spore coat 
unknown 

CotJC 1.32 N.A. 

polypeptide composition of 

the spore coat, may protect 

against oxidative stress 

putative manganese catalase 

GerT 1.86 N.A. germination spore coat protein 

YdhD 1.31 N.A. Unknown spore coat glycosylase 

YqfT 1.03 N.A. Unknown unknown 

YraG 1.33 N.A. Unknown unknown 

KinA 4.11a 5.29 initiation of sporulation two-component sensor kinase 

MurG N.A. 1.13 
peptidoglycan precursor 

biosynthesis 

UDP-N-acetylglucosamine-N-

acetylmuramyl-

(pentapeptide)pyrophosphoryl-

undecaprenol N-acetylglucosamine 

transferase 

SpsB N.A. 1.71 
spore coat polysaccharide 

synthesis 
unknown 

YabG N.A. 1.03 
modification of spore coat 

proteins 
protease 

YojB N.A. 1.26 Unknown unknown 

YraD N.A. 1.15 Unknown unknown 

Downregulation 

OppA −4.16 −2.53 
initiation of sporulation, 

competence development 

oligopeptide ABC transporter 

(binding protein) 
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OppD −2.93 −1.42 
initiation of sporulation, 

competence development 

oligopeptide ABC transporter (ATP-

binding protein) 

OppF −3.04 −1.84 
initiation of sporulation, 

competence development 

oligopeptide ABC transporter (ATP-

binding protein) 

PdaA −1.01 −1.12 
spore cortex peptidoglycan 

synthesis 
N-acetylmuramic acid deacetylase 

SspA −1.18 −1.59 protection of spore DNA 
small acid-soluble spore protein 

(major alpha-type SASP) 

YckD −1.14 −1.43 Unknown unknown 

YugP −1.02 −1.20 Unknown unknown 

CgeA −3.27 N.A. 
maturation of the outermost 

layer of the spore 
spore crust protein 

GlnH −2.49 N.A. glutamine uptake 
glutamine ABC transporter (binding 

protein) 

ParA −1.01 N.A. 

forespore chromosome 

partitioning/negative 

regulation of Sporulation 

initiation 

negative regulator of Sporulation 

initiation 

PbpF −1.10 N.A. 

bifunctional 

glucosyltransferase/transpep

tidase 

penicillin-binding protein 2C 

YbfJ −1.14 N.A. Unknown unknown 

YhfN −1.02 N.A. Unknown unknown 

YuaG −2.22 N.A. 
involved in the control of 

membrane fluidity 

membrane-associated scaffold 

protein 

BdbD N.A. −1.40 oxidative folding of proteins thiol-disulfide oxidoreductase 

CotG N.A. −1.10 resistance of the spore spore coat protein 

CotW N.A. −1.34 resistance of the spore 
spore crust protein (insoluble 

fraction) 

CotX N.A. −1.31 spore crust assembly 
spore crust protein (insoluble 

fraction) 

DacB N.A. −1.06 carboxypeptidase 
penicillin-binding protein 5*, D-

alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase 

GerBC N.A. −1.28 germination nutrient receptor 

OppC N.A. −1.52 
initiation of sporulation, 

competence development 

oligopeptide ABC transporter 

(permease) 

PhoP N.A. −1.55 

regulation of phosphate 

metabolism (phoA, phoB, 

phoD, resABCDE, tagA-tagB, 

tagDEF, [tuaA-H]) 

two-component response regulator 

(OmpR family) 

PhoR N.A. −1.93 
regulation of phosphate 

metabolism 
two-component sensor kinase 

spoVD N.A. −1.30 spore morphogenesis 
penicillin-binding protein (spore 

cortex) 

SspE N.A. −1.09 Unknown 
small acid-soluble spore protein 

(major gamma-type SASP) 

SspG N.A. −1.01 protection of spore DNA 
small acid-soluble spore protein 

(minor) 

YbbC N.A. −1.32 Unknown unknown 

YdcC N.A. −1.30 Unknown unknown 

YjaZ N.A. −1.32 Unknown unknown 

a, is quantified in one replica. N.A.= not applicable; proteins were identified but not quantified. 
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Supplementary to sporulation related proteins; most downregulated 

proteins fall into the category of carbon and amino acid/nitrogen metabolism as 

well as coping with stress (Figure 6C, D, Supplementary Tables S2 and S3). Their 

primary transcriptional regulators are SigA, CcpA, CodY and AbrB (Figure 6A, B). 

The proteins of carbon and amino acid/nitrogen metabolism are mostly 

associated with the transfer, utilization and biosynthesis of amino acids, 

peptides and other small molecules. 

No known sporulation related proteins are affected by the addition of 

IPTG to the wildtype sporulating cells. Two proteins are affected in the 

comparison of WT+/− spores (Supplementary Figure S2A). YhzC, a functionally 

unknown protein, is downregulated, and TasA, the major component of biofilm 

matrix20, is upregulated. 

2.5. Abolishing KinA synthesis has profound influence on the proteome of 

vegetative cells and spores 

When IPTG is not added, the vegetative cells of the mutant strain have 

no KinA expressed. Amid 960 quantified proteins in the comparison of M− and 

WT− cells, 46 are differentially expressed, and in fact, 45 of them are 

downregulated in M- cells (Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Figure S2B). 

SigA, AbrB, SigB, PhoP and CcpA are the primary transcriptional regulators of the 

downregulated proteins (Supplementary Figure S3A). It also appears that coping 

with stress is the major functional category of the downregulated proteins 

(Supplementary Figure S3C, Supplementary Table S4). Two proteins YraF 

(Log2(M−/WT−) = −4.29) and BdbD (Log2(M−/WT−) = −1.06) are related to 

sporulation. YraF is a forespore-specific sporulation protein and BdbD is a thiol-

disulfide oxidoreductase. 

M− spores (compared with WT− spores) have 28 differentially expressed 

proteins out of 725 quantified proteins (Supplementary Table S1, 

Supplementary Figure S2C). Primary transcriptional regulators are SigA and 

CodY (Supplementary Figure S3B). Five proteins, CgeA (Log2(M−/WT−) = 2.64), 

YbbC (Log2(M−/WT−) = −1.01), OppA (Log2(M−/WT−) = −1.45), OppD 

(Log2(M−/WT−) = −1.57) and OppF (Log2(M−/WT−) = −1.40), are related to 

sporulation. CgeA plays a role in maturation of the crust layer of the spore, while 
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OppA, OppD and OppF are associated with the initiation of sporulation and 

competence development. YbbC is a protein of unknown function. Amino 

acid/nitrogen metabolism is the main functional category of the differentially 

expressed proteins (Supplementary Figure S3D, Supplementary Table S5). 

3. Discussion 

In the current set of experiments, B. subtilis gene kinA has been 

artificially induced to synchronize the expression of KinA in the phosphorelay 

regulating spore formation, while the glucose concentration in the environment 

is kept at 40mM (commonly used 10 mM), to halt the initiation of sporulation 

due to catabolite repression on Spo0A phosphorylation induced by high glucose 

concentration21. Sporulation initiation soon follows upon the dilution of glucose. 

This ASI resulting in the synchronization of sporulation initiation results in the 

formation of a high percentage of spores in a short time (70% spores within 8 

h), but does not alter the final yield of 80% spores, which is comparable to the 

wildtype strain used as a reference. For uninduced mutant cells, 50% spores are 

formed at 24 h, where other kinases (mainly KinB) may trigger sporulation in the 

absence of KinA. 

We observe that, due to the IPTG mediated induction of KinA, B. subtilis 

spore properties are affected. The increase in thickness of the spore coat and 

cortex leads to the spore having a larger diameter. The ultrastructural change in 

the spore coat and cortex morphology might affect spore resistance to 

unfavorable conditions. This is corroborated by the fact that a higher number of 

spores obtained via kinA-induction survive the wet heat treatment, as compared 

to the non-induced or WT spores. The proteomic comparison reveals that 

several spore coat proteins (CotQ, CotU, CotC, CotJABC) are upregulated. 

However, CotG, CotW and CotX are downregulated in spores from kinA induced 

cell cultures. Coat protein CgeA is downregulated in M+ spores compared to 

WT+ spores and is upregulated in M− spores compared to WT− spores. Clearly, 

KinA is highly overexpressed in M+ spores versus M− spores, which illustrates 

that this downregulation of CgeA in M+ spores is independent of the 

overexpression of KinA. The same observation is made in the case of OppA, 

OppD, OppF and YbbC proteins. The upregulation of CgeA in M− spores suggests 
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that not all of the coat proteins are downregulated due to the absence of KinA. 

The upregulated coat proteins (for example CgeA) in M− spores may relate to 

the higher number of colonies formed from M− spores compared to WT+/− 

spores after wet heat treatment. Almost all the upregulated proteins in M+ 

spores are related to sporulation, focusing on the spore coat proteins and 

proteins relevant to the regulation of the biogenesis of the spore coat. In 

contrast, the downregulated sporulation proteins in M+ spores are mostly 

GerBC and sporulation proteins not related to spore coat formation. Other GRs 

were not quantified here. This could be due to the overall low abundance of 

GRs. GerBC was downregulated in spores originating from KinA overexpressing 

cells, in the comparison with WT+ spores. While this observation may not fully 

explain the delay of germination of M+ spores, it is known that downregulation 

in GRs is closely related to spores being less prone to germination22,23. The 

increased thickness of the spore cortex may correlate to a change in two 

quantified proteins, MurG and PdaA, where their quantitative behavior is 

opposite, MurG upregulated and PdaA downregulated. Both proteins are 

related to cortex formation. The absence of KinA also has a profound influence 

on the proteome of vegetative cells, indicating that KinA may have regulatory 

functions in vegetative cells. 

Finally, metabolism in the forespore diminishes after completion of 

forespore engulfment before it ceases completely in the mature spores24. Data 

by Swarge et al.25 show that spores are charged with a set of proteins during 

sporulation, needed for the basic metabolic action in the early stages of spore 

outgrowth to vegetative cells. We speculate that the fact that M+ and M− spores 

took more time to burst, i.e., to complete the initial phase of outgrowth, may 

have a relation with the downregulated proteins involved in cellular 

metabolism. 

SigA has been demonstrated to play roles in germination, outgrowth 

and housekeeping functions during sporulation7. Our results suggest that SigA 

may be the top regulator of the differentially expressed proteins, apart from 

those proteins exclusive to sporulation, which are under the control of the sigma 

factors (SigE, SigF, SigK and SigG), in both vegetative cells and spores, upon 

varying the expression of KinA. 
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In conclusion, while kinA overexpression enhances synchronicity in 

sporulation initiation, it also leads to an increase in thickness of spore cortex and 

coat, an increase in thermal resistance, and a delay in germination and burst 

(outgrowth). These data support the notion that KinA has effects on the spore 

formation, as well as the spore molecular and physiological prosperity. The 

trade-off is between survival and stress resistance, versus the rate of 

germination and the growth of the population. For all spore forming organisms, 

the balance between both developmental states is central to their evolutionary 

success, where an extreme stress resistance at the expense of extremely low 

outgrowth rate/efficiency ultimately may be seen as equivalent to cell death. 

Further studies on the links of the KinA mediated phosphorelay with cellular 

physiology are needed for an in-depth understanding of the regulation of spore 

formation and spore resistance. 

4. Materials and Methods 

4.1. Bacterial strain and sporulation 

Bacillus subtilis PY79 (wildtype, WT) and its derivative strain 1887 (kinA-

inducible mutant, M, obtained from Prof. M. Fujita’s lab, University of Houston) 

were used in this study26. The native kinA of strain 1887 is fused to an IPTG 

inducible promoter Phyper-spank. In the absence of IPTG, no kinA is expressed in the 

mutant cells. Cells of either the wildtype or mutant strain were cultured in a 

MOPS buffered medium at 37°C, 200 rpm, to generate spores27. Cells from a 

single colony on an agar LB plate were grown in a MOPS buffered medium, with 

40 mM glucose and 40 mM NH4Cl, until an OD600 value of ~0.65 was reached. 

Final various concentrations between 0–200 µM IPTG were added to the culture 

and continued for further 90 min. It was then diluted six times with the same 

MOPS buffered medium, pre-warmed, but without glucose to dilute the glucose 

6 times. This final culture was incubated for 24 h to induce sporulation. 

4.2. Sporulation efficiency and sample harvesting 

Sporulating mutant cells induced with various concentrations of IPTG 

were harvested at 8 h after glucose dilution, to calculate sporulation efficiency 

according to a previous protocol28. Then, a fixed concentration of IPTG was 
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selected for the rest of the experiments. Sporulating cells for wildtype and 

mutant strain, with or without IPTG, were harvested at 8 and 24 h after glucose 

dilution, to calculate sporulation efficiency. Three biological replicates were 

performed for each experiment. Vegetative cell samples were harvested before 

glucose dilution and stored at −80°C. Spore samples were harvested 24 h after 

glucose dilution and purified from remaining vegetative cells with Histodenz 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) density gradient centrifugation, as 

described previously29. Purified spores were stored at −80°C. 

4.3. Electron microscopy 

One batch of the wildtype spores, with and without IPTG addition (WT+ 

and WT− spores), and mutant spores with and without kinA-induction (M+ and 

M− spores) were fixed in 1% glutaraldehyde and 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M 

Phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) for 24 h. After fixation, the spores were washed in 

distilled water, block stained overnight in 1.5% uranyl acetate to enhance 

contrast in the electron microscope, washed in distilled water, and osmicated 

for 60 min in 1% OsO4 (Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA) in 

water. Subsequently, the spores were dehydrated in an alcohol series (of 

ethanol) and embedded into propylene oxide/Epon 1:1, before embedding into 

LX-112 resin (Ladd Research, Williston, VT, USA). Between each step, the spores 

were centrifuged down. After polymerization at 60°C, the Epon blocks with the 

spores were prepared for ultrathin sectioning. Ultrathin sections of 90 nm were 

cut on a Reichert EM UC6 with a diamond knife, collected on Formvar coated 

grids and stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Sections were examined 

with a FEI Technai12 G2 Spirit Biotwin transmission electron microscope (TEM). 

Images were taken with a Veleta camera (Olympus, SIS, Münster, Germany). For 

measurement of the thickness of the coat layers, using the iTEM software 

(Emsis, Münster, Germany), the images of cross-sectioned spores were taken at 

a magnification of 68,000×. For these measurements, more than 50 spores for 

every WT+, WT−, M+ and M− sample were used. The thickness of different spore 

layers is an average of four measurements at different positions on the 

rectangular cross-sections for each spore and for each layer. The diameters of 

spores and spore cores are the averages of two measurements across horizontal 

and vertical axes. 
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4.4. Live imaging of spores 

Germination and bursts of spores were observed with the Nikon Eclipse 

Ti. The Nikon Eclipse Ti had for phase contrast imaging a Prior Brightfield LED, a 

Nikon CFI Plan Apo Lambda 100X Oil, C11440-22CU Hamamatsu ORCA flash 4.0 

camera, LAMBDA 10-B Smart Shutter from Sutter Instrument, an OkoLab stage 

incubator, and was equipped with NIS elements software version 4.50.00. The 

slide was prepared according to the method developed in our laboratory30. In 

brief, a 1.5 cm × 1.6 cm Gene Frame® (Thermo Scientific, Landsmeer, 

Netherlands) was attached to a microscope slide with a semisolid matrix pad, 

made of 1.5% agarose with complete minimal medium31, 10 mM L-valine and 

AGFK (10 mM L-asparagine, 10 mM glucose, 1 mM fructose and 1 mM 

potassium chloride), in the centre of the frame. Spores were then loaded on the 

pad and covered with a 18 × 18 mm glass coverslip (Thermo Scientific). Pressure 

was applied on the edges of the cover slip onto the Gene Frame®, to make it a 

closed air-containing chamber which was then used for time-lapse microscopy. 

A sample frequency of 1 frame per 2 min was taken for the individual spores. 

The start of germination, end of germination and burst of each spore from three 

biological replicates were assessed with the aid of the ImageJ plugin 

SporeTrackerX32.  

4.5. Heat resistance of spores 

Heat resistance test of spores was carried out following a previously 

published protocol33. In addition, spores were treated at 85°C for 0, 10, 15 and 

20 min after heat activation of 70°C and non-heat-treated spores used as a 

control. Viable spores were estimated by counting CFU’s on LB agar plates after 

48 h. Three biological replicates were performed. 

4.6. Sample preparation for LCMS analysis 

Here, a 15N metabolic labelling strategy was used to perform proteome 

comparison34. One sample prepared as described above with 14NH4Cl as a sole 

nitrogen source was mixed with another sample, which was prepared 

accordingly, but 14NH4Cl was replaced by 15NH4Cl to perform the proteomic 

comparison. In this study: (1) the spores of wildtype and mutant strain, both 
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with IPTG induction (WT+ and M+ spores), were compared to address the 

proteome difference between normal spores and spores from synchronized 

sporulation, in which kinA is overexpressed; (2) the spores of mutant strain with 

and without IPTG induction (M+ and M- spore) were compared to address the 

effect of no expression and overexpression of kinA; (3) the spores of wildtype 

strain with and without IPTG induction (WT+ and WT− spores) were compared 

to address the effect of addition of IPTG to wildtype spores. (4) The vegetative 

cells of the wildtype and mutant strains, both without IPTG induction (WT− and 

M− cells), were compared to address the cell proteome differences, owing to 

the expression and no-expression of kinA; (5) the spores of wildtype and mutant 

strain both without IPTG induction (WT− and M− spores) were compared to 

address the spore-proteome difference between expression and no-expression 

of kinA. Three biological replicates for every comparison were analyzed. Cells or 

spores from 14N and 15N medium were mixed in a 1:1 ratio based on OD600. The 

mixed sample was subjected to one pot sample processing and the fractionation 

of peptides using a HPLC system packaged with a SeQuant® ZIC®-HILIC (5 μm, 200 

Å) PEEK 100 mm × 2.1 mm HPLC column35. The gradient applied was from 0.05% 

formic acid in 90% acetonitrile, 9.95% Water to 0.05% formic acid-in 25% 

acetonitrile, 74.95% Water in 45 min at a flow rate of 400 µl/min, whilst 

collecting 10 fractions throughout the gradient. 

4.7. LCMS analysis 

ZIC-HILIC fractions were re-dissolved in 0.1% TFA and peptide 

concentrations were determined by measuring the absorbance at wavelength 

of 205 nm36. LC-MS/MS data were acquired with an Apex Ultra Fourier transform 

ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Bremen, 

Germany), equipped with a 7 T magnet and a Nano electrospray Apollo II Dual 

Source coupled to an Ultimate 3000 (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) HPLC system. 

Samples containing ~ 300 ng of the tryptic peptide mixtures were injected in 

10μL of 0.1% TFA, 3% ACN aqueous solution, together with 75 fmol of [Glu1]-

Fibrinopeptide B human peptide and loaded onto a PepMap100 C18 (5 μm 

particle size, 100 Å pore size, 300 μm inner diameter × 5 mm length) precolumn. 

Following injection, the peptides were eluted onto an Acclaim PepMap 100 C18 

(3 μm particle size, 100 Å pore size, 75 μm inner diameter × 250 mm length) 
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analytical column (Thermo Scientific, Etten-Leur, the Netherlands) to the Nano 

electrospray source. Gradients ran from 0.1% formic acid-3% ACN, 96.9% water 

to 0.1% formic acid-50% ACN, 49.9% water in 120 min at a flow rate 300 nl/min. 

Data-dependent Q-selected peptide ions were fragmented in the hexapole 

collision cell at an argon pressure of 6 × 10-6 mbar (measured at the ion gauge) 

and the fragment ions were detected in the ICR cell at a resolution of up to 

60,000. In the MS/MS duty cycle, three different precursor peptide ions were 

selected from each survey MS. The MS/MS duty cycle time for one survey MS 

and three MS/MS acquisitions was approximately 2s. Instrument mass 

calibration was better than 1 ppm over the range of 250–1500 m/z. 

4.8. Data processing and statistics 

The 10 ZIC-HILIC fractions were jointly processed as a multifile with 

MASCOT DISTILLER (version 2.4.3.1, 64 bits), MDRO 2.4.3.0 (MATRIX science, 

London, UK), including the Search toolbox and the Quantification toolbox. Peak-

picking for both MS and MS/MS spectra were optimized for the mass resolution 

of up to 60,000. Peaks were fitted to a simulated isotope distribution, with a 

correlation threshold of 0.6, with minimum signal to noise ratio of 1.3. The 

processed data were searched in a MudPIT approach with the MASCOT server 

program 2.3.02 (MATRIX science, London, UK), against the B. subtilis 168 ORF 

translation database. The MASCOT search parameters were as follows: 

enzyme—trypsin, allowance of two missed cleavages, fixed modification—

carbamidomethylation of cysteine, variable modifications—oxidation of 

methionine and deamidation of asparagine and glutamine, quantification 

method—metabolic 15N labelling, peptide mass tolerance and peptide fragment 

mass tolerance—50 ppm. A MASCOT MudPIT peptide identification threshold 

score of 20 and FDR of 2% were set to export the reports. Using the 

quantification toolbox, the quantification of the light peptides relative to the 

corresponding heavy peptides was determined as 14N/15N ratio, using Simpson’s 

integration of the peptide MS chromatographic profiles for all detected charge 

states. The quantification parameters were: correlation threshold for isotopic 

distribution fit—0.95, 15N label content—99.6%, XIC threshold—0.1, all charge 

states on, max XIC width—120 s, elution time shift for heavy and light peptides—

20 s. All isotope ratios were manually validated by inspecting the MS spectral 
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data. The protein isotopic ratios were then calculated as the average over the 

corresponding peptide ratios. 

Log2 transformed protein isotopic ratios from three replicates were 

fitted to a linear model using R/Bioconductor software package limma, and 

statistical significance was assessed by performing empirical Bayes statistics37. 

The false discovery rate was controlled using the Benjamini–Hochberg 

procedure for false discovery rate38. All protein isotopic ratios were averaged 

ratios from at least two replicates out of three, unless otherwise stated. Proteins 

with a p-value less than 0.01 and an averaged log2 transformed protein ratios 

smaller than −1 or larger than 1 were considered to be differentially expressed. 

Differentially expressed proteins were categorized, and their transcriptional 

regulators were determined, according to SubtiWiki (http://subtiwiki.uni-

goettingen.de/)39. 

Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at 

http://www.mdpi.com/1422-0067/21/12/4315/s1. The raw LC-MS data and 

output files can be found at 

https://massive.ucsd.edu/ProteoSAFe/static/massive.jsp with PXD number: 

PXD018841. Figure S1: The sporulation efficiency of the mutant strain with 

induction of kinA at different concentrations of IPTG after 8 h of glucose dilution, 

Figure S2: Volcano plots of proteomic comparison of spores or cells, Figure S3: 

Regulators and functional classification of differentially expressed proteins, 

Table S1: Proteins quantified in Bacillus subtilis spores and cells, Table S2: 

Differentially expressed carbon and amino acid/nitrogen metabolism related 

proteins in kinA-overexpressed spores of B. subtilis, Table S3: Differentially 

expressed proteins associated with coping of stress in kinA-overexpressed 

mutant spores of B. subtilis, Table S4: Differentially expressed proteins 

associated with coping of stress in kinA mutant cells of B. subtilis without 

induction, Table S5: Differentially expressed proteins associated with 

amino/nitrogen metabolism in in kinA mutant spores of B. subtilis without 

induction. File S1: Microscopic images, File S2: TEM images. 
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Abstract 

Bacillus subtilis vegetative cells switch to sporulation upon nutrient 

limitation. To investigate the proteome changeover during sporulation, a time-

lapse proteomic analysis was performed in a cell population that was induced to 

sporulate synchronously. Here, we are the first to comprehensively investigate 

the changeover of sporulation regulatory proteins, coat proteins and other 

proteins involved in sporulation and spore biogenesis. Protein co-expression 

analysis revealed four co-expressed modules. Modules brown and green are 

upregulated during sporulation and are annotated as associated with 

sporulation. Module blue, which is negatively correlated with modules brown 

and green, comprised ribosomal and metabolic proteins, and module yellow is 

co-expressed with module blue and modules brown & green. Notably, several 

proteins not belonging to any of the known transcription regulons were 

identified as co-expressed with modules brown and green. We speculate that 

they may also play roles during sporulation. Finally, amounts of some coat 

proteins, for example morphogenetic coat proteins, decreased late in 

sporulation. While we speculate on their possible role in guiding or helping 

assembly of other coat proteins, after which they can be disposed of, such a 

hypothesis remains to be experimentally addressed.  
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1. Introduction 

In response to unfavorable conditions, vegetative cells of Bacillus 

subtilis can enter the process of sporulation, to form resistant and metabolically 

dormant spores. A lot of effort has been made to investigate the mechanism of 

sporulation, and this process has been extensively reviewed in1–5. As a result of 

sporulation genes’ transcription and mRNA translation, the vegetative cells 

undergo a series of morphological changes until the release of spores into the 

environment. All the proteins necessary for a dormant spore are synthesized 

and deposited in the nascent spore during sporulation. The spore originates 

from the smaller compartment (forespore) of the asymmetrically divided cell 

formed in an early stage of sporulation. The forespore is then engulfed by the 

mother cell (the larger compartment). With the assembly of the cortex and coat 

layers surrounding the forespore, its core begins to dehydrate and takes up 

CaDPA (calcium dipicolinic acid) leading to further core dehydration. This 

process makes the forespores become bright under phase-contract microscopy. 

Finally, the mature spore is released by lysis of the mother cell.  

As expected, morphological changes in sporulating cells are highly 

correlated with gene and protein expression. Activation of specific sporulation 

transcriptional regulators takes place before forespore engulfment in the 

mother cell (SigE (RNA polymerase σ factor E)) and in the forespore 

compartment (SigF), and after forespore engulfment in the mother cell (SigK) 

and in the forespore (SigG)6.  Several hours after completion of engulfment, 

metabolic activity in the forespore diminishes7,8 and is largely, if not completely 

absent in the free spore. Both9 and a study from Swarge et al.10 has 

demonstrated the presence of many metabolic proteins in the free spores. 

Spores harboring varied levels of metabolic proteins exhibit different spore 

outgrowth properties9. RNA-seq has been a powerful tool in the analysis of 

sporulation by quantitation of levels of various mRNAs at various periods in this 

process11,12. However, a serious problem with the use of transcriptome or 

microarray data for research on sporulation is that the performers of spore 

assembly are proteins. Due to the fact that proteins and mRNA have different 

lifetimes their concentrations evolve on different time scales. As a consequence, 

inference of regulatory mechanisms from time series of mRNA data may 
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potentially lead to incomplete conclusions. 

To facilitate the investigation of protein changeover throughout the 

sporulation process, and thus directly interrogate the spore proteome, a kinA-

inducible sporulation system has been set-up9,13. This system allows more 

synchronous initiation of sporulation and leads to a significantly more 

homogeneous sporulating cell population. This in turn allows us to interrogate 

the sporulation process with a far greater sensitivity than is possible in the more 

heterogeneous populations created by traditional sporulation protocols. Using 

this newly established system we set out to characterize in great detail the 

sporulation process on the level of the proteome from the initiation of 

sporulation to the release of spores, in order to generate a highly time resolved 

proteome map of sporulation of B. subtilis. To this end we used metabolic 

labelling and mass spectrometry to monitor the proteome changeover during 

sporulation. This led to the quantification of a total of 2370 proteins. Co-

expression network analysis revealed that there were four major modules of co-

expressed proteins during sporulation. Two of these were mostly populated 

with sporulation related proteins. In summary, this study shows for the first time 

a highly time-resolved view of protein expression changes during sporulation 

and reveals distinct modules of co-expressed proteins that are activated or 

depressed during the specific stages of sporulation.  

2. Results 

2.1. Morphological stages during sporulation 

KinA was artificially expressed to induce sporulation in vegetative cells 

of strain 1887 of Bacillus subtilis PY79. During sporulation, phase-contrast and 

fluorescence microscopy images of cells with membranes visualized by the 

fluorescent membrane dye Nile Red were taken to monitor the morphological 

changes, and the proportion of different cell types was calculated (Figure 1). The 

asymmetric septum appeared immediately after the glucose dilution (time = 0 

min) and was initially seen in approximately 10% of the population. The smaller 

forespore compartment would then be engulfed to become a phase-dark 

forespore. The proportion of cells exhibiting polar division, engulfment and 

phase-dark forespores nearly reached a peak of 80% at 90 min. Phase-bright 
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forespores appeared at 150 min (~ in 30% of the cells) and reached ~80% of the 

population at 240 min. Free spores appeared at 300 min (0.36%) and reached a 

peak of 70% at 480 min. Vegetative cells that cannot be distinguished as any 

type of sporulating cell comprised at least 5% of the population at all time points.  

 

Figure 1. Morphological images of the sporulation process (A) and the 

proportions of different cell types (B). Time 0 is the moment after the cell 

culture is diluted. Phase-dark forespores include cells exhibiting polar division, 

engulfment and engulfed forespores before becoming phase-bright. 

Fluorescent images were visualized with the membrane dye Nile Red. 

2.2. Proteome coverage of sporulation 

In total, 23 samples from 0 to 480 min were harvested from each of the 

three replicates to perform proteomic analysis. Overall, 2370 proteins were 

quantified in the analysis (Figure 2A). 428 proteins were quantified in all the 

timepoints with at least one quantification at every timepoint. The proteins 

were assigned to their transcriptional regulons according to SubtiWiki14 (Figure 

2B). Among them, key regulons (Spo0A, SigE, SigF, SigG and SigK) of sporulation 

make up a high proportion of the proteins. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the quantification of proteins during sporulation (A) 

and their involved transcriptional regulons (B). A. Visualization of data 

completeness of the quantified proteins. Columns indicate proteins, in total 

2370 proteins, and rows indicate samples from three replicates with 23 

timepoints in each (from top to bottom in each replicate is timepoints from 0 

to 480 min). Dark green and grey indicates observed and missing values, 

respectively. B. Tree-map summary of regulons of the quantified proteins. 

Sizes of the squares correspond to the number of quantified proteins 

controlled by the regulon; the color of the squares indicates the ratio of the 

fractions of the quantified proteins belonging to the regulon to the total 

protein number in the regulon according to the color legend. Regulon names 

are not shown throughout for graphical reasons. Note that proteins could 

occupy more than one regulon. 

2.3. Sporulation regulatory proteins 

Sporulation is controlled by a hierarchical regulatory network6. It 

involves sporulation master regulator Spo0A initiating sporulation and directly 

and indirectly controlling forespore and mother cell specific regulators, SigE, 

SigF, SigG, SigK. All these 5 proteins have been quantified in some of the 

timepoints but failed to show clear expression profiles (Supplementary table 

S1). In the phosphorelay involved in phosphorylating Spo0A, KinA is quantified 

in all timepoints and its protein amount gradually decreased (Figure 3). Other 

phosphorelay proteins have only been quantified in a number of timepoints 

A B
Replication

Replicate 1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3
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(Supplementary table S1). Mother cell early sporulation regulators GerR and 

SpoIIID are transcriptionally activated by SigE and positively or negatively 

regulate sporulation. Both proteins are quantified to upregulate in the first 60 

min and gradually decrease after 180 min (Figure 3). SpoIIIAH and SpoIIQ are 

members of a feeding tube connecting mother cell and forespore and are 

important for SigG activation6,15. They are upregulated shortly after sporulation 

initiation, reached a peak amount at 90—105 min and then decreased (Figure 

3). The SigK activated mother cell late sporulation regulator GerE is upregulated 

after 120 min and the SigG activated forespore regulator SpoVT is upregulated 

after 90 min (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Changes in levels of sporulation regulatory proteins. KinA is 

artificially induced to express and finally phosphorylates Spo0A through Spo0F 

and Spo0B. GerR and SpoIIID are two SigE controlled mother cell regulators. 

SpoIIQ and SpoIIIAH are members of a feeding tube between mother cell and 

forespore. GerE is a SigK controlled mother cell regulator. SpoVT is a SigG 

controlled forespore regulator. Z-scores on the Y-axis represent the quantified 

value of every protein normalized to have a standard deviation of 1.   

2.4. Spore coat proteins, small acid-soluble spore proteins (SASPs) and other 

sporulation proteins 

The spore coat proteins start to express and assemble upon completion 

of asymmetric division2,5. A precoat structure is first assembled to serve as a 

scaffold for subsequent coat assembly16,17. The scaffold includes at least several 

morphogenetic proteins (SpoIVA, SpoVID, SpoVM, SafA, and CotE) which are 
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crucial for subsequent coat layer assembly. SpoIVA, SpoVID and SpoVM are the 

first upregulated morphogenetic proteins (Figure 4A), and mutation of any of 

these three proteins causes improper assembly of overall coat layers18–20. SafA, 

the morphogenetic protein for the inner coat21, is upregulated after the 

expression of SpoIVA, SpoVID and SpoVM (Figure 4A). CotE, the morphogenetic 

protein for the outer coat22, is expressed following SafA (Figure 4A). CotX, CotY 

and CotZ are morphogenetic proteins for the outmost crust layer23,24, and are 

the last expressed morphogenetic proteins (Figure 4A). CotO and CotH also play 

roles in the proper formation of the outer coat and cooperate with CotE16,25,26, 

but the expression of CotO and CotH is earlier than CotE (Figure 4B). In terms of 

coat protein assembly, six classes of coat proteins have been identified 

according to their localization dynamics14,27. Quantified proteins of the six 

classes are visualized in Figure 4C. Four distinct time ranges are recognized for 

the upregulation of coat proteins, 0—45 min, Class I; 45—105 min, Class II; 

105—180 min, Class III, IV and V; after 180 min, Class VI. Based on the 

determined time ranges, coat proteins with unassigned classes can be classified 

into different clusters of candidates for the six classes (Figure 4D). A remarkable 

feature of the coat protein expression is the decrease of the amounts of some 

coat proteins in the later stage of sporulation, for example proteins in Figure 4A 

and 4C. In the quantification of SASPs, 10 of 16 SASPs show clear expression 

profiles (Figure 4E). SspG upregulates after 210 min and others upregulate at 

60—105 min.  

Besides sporulation regulatory proteins, spore coat proteins and SASPs, 

there are a number of other sporulation proteins with known and unknown 

functions. These proteins are involved in metabolism, resistance to some 

stresses and some other sporulation processes. These sporulation proteins were 

manually classified into seven clusters with different expression patterns (Figure 

5). Some of the proteins are only upregulated in intermediate stages of 

sporulation and some gradually decrease during sporulation.  
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Figure 4. Expression of spore coat proteins and small acid soluble proteins. 

For point-to-point connection, a gap is left at each missing value. A. Expression 

of morphogenetic coat proteins. B. Expression of CotE, CotO and CotH. CotO 

is expressed earlier than CotE. CotH has a higher-level of protein than CotE at 

45 min. C. Classification of coat proteins according to their localization 

dynamics. Adapted from SubtiWiki (http://subtiwiki.uni-goettingen.de/)14. 

Class I (CI), early localizing spore coat proteins cover the outer forespore 
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membrane; Class II (CII), early localizing spore coat proteins begin to encase 

the spore only after engulfment is complete; Class III, IV (CIII, IV), early and 

late localizing spore coat proteins start to encase the spore only after 

completion of engulfment and the appearance of phase dark spores; Class V 

(CV), late localizing spore coat proteins localize exclusively to phase dark 

spores; Class VI (CVI), late localizing spore coat proteins localize exclusively to 

phase bright spores. Proteins upregulated in a similar time period are denoted 

with the same color. D. Classification of the unassigned coat proteins. E. 

Expression of small acid-soluble spore proteins (SASPs). Z-scores on the Y-axis 

represent the quantified value of every protein normalized to have a standard 

deviation of 1.   

 

Figure 5. Classification of other sporulation proteins. Z-scores on the Y-axis 
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represent the quantified value of every protein normalized to have a standard 

deviation of 1.   

2.5. Protein co-expression analysis  

Proteins showing similar expression profiles are considered to be 

controlled by same regulatory system or play roles in related functions. To 

investigate overall protein expression and identify possible unreported 

sporulation proteins, a protein co-expression analysis was performed using 

WGCNA28. Proteins showing similar expression profiles are clustered into the 

same co-expressed modules. Four co-expressed modules were detected in the 

protein co-expression network analysis, where modules are annotated by 

different colors (Figure 6A). The number of proteins per module were 267 (blue), 

93 (brown), 27 (green) and 42 (yellow). Supplementary Table S2 lists the protein 

members of modules. Figure 6B shows the co-expression network of the most 

abundant co-expressed proteins. Proteins in modules brown and green are 

upregulated during sporulation. They are involved in sporulation and are 

members of the SigG, SigK, SigE, SigF, GerE and GerR regulons (Figure S1). 

Proteins in module blue are downregulated during sporulation, and contain 

proteins involved in metabolism and translation and are mainly regulated by the 

stringent response (Figure S1). Module yellow proteins are involved in 

metabolism and some of these proteins are regulated by the stringent response 

and SigB (Figure S1). Proteins not included in regulons but co-expressed within 

sporulation modules brown and green are identified and listed in Table 1. 

Perhaps these proteins also have important, but as yet unknown roles in 

sporulation.  
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Figure 6. Heatmap visualization of the protein expression profiles (A) and 

network of the most abundant co-expressed proteins (B). The color in (A) 

represents Z-transformed expression values according to the color legend. 

Columns and rows indicate timepoints (specified on the bottom) and proteins, 

respectively. The assigned modules are colored on the left side. B, generated 

by Cytoscape (version 3.8.0)29. Nodes represent expression profiles of 

corresponding proteins and edges indicate the proteins, which to some extent, 

are co-expressed. The edges shown have a threshold of greater than 0.2. 

Table 1. Co-expressed proteins in modules brown and green without 

assigned regulons 

Module UniProt 

ID 

Gen

e 

Function Product 

Brown P50727 fer Electron transfer Ferredoxin 

Brown O31796 hfq Unknown RNA chaperone 

Brown O07609 yhfK Unknown Unknown 

Brown P45872 prfA Translation Peptide chain release factor 1 

Brown P94521 ysdC Unknown Unknown 

Brown P54550 yqjM Reduction of double bonds of 

nonsaturated aldehydes 

NADPH-dependent flavin 

oxidoreductase 

Brown O34389 malS Malate utilization Malate dehydrogenase 

(decarboxylating) 

Brown P28619 rph 3-5 exoribonuclease RNase PH (EC 2.7.7.56) 

Brown O34503 ytzD Unknown Unknown 

Brown P94425 ycnE Unknown Unknown 

Brown O31509 yeeI Unknown Unknown 

Brown C0H447 ypzJ Unknown Unknown 

A B
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Brown O34600 nrnA Degradation of RNA 

oligonucleotides 

Oligoribonuclease (nanoRNase), 

3,5-bisphosphate nucleotidase 

Brown P46343 phoH Unknown Unknown 

Brown P70949 yitW Assembly of iron-sulphur 

clusters 

Iron-sulphur cluster assembly 

factor 

Green P49778 efp Translation Elongation factor P 

Green Q45495 def Utilization of S-methyl-cysteine N-formylcysteine deformylase 

Green P54457 yqeL Translation Ribosomal silencing factor 

Green P40737 yxxD Inhibition of the cytotoxic 

activity of YxiD 

Antitoxin 

Green O31976 yomI Cell wall turnover Cell wall hydrolase 

3. Discussion 

Spores are assembled in process named sporulation, and spores’ 

properties and protein composition are highly correlated with sporulation 

conditions30–32. To better understand the influence of the sporulation process 

on spore properties, a time series proteomic analysis is essential. However, 

sporulation initiation is highly heterogenous. The use of a kinA-inducible strain 

of Bacillus subtilis makes the sporulating cell population more homogenous and 

initiation of sporulation controllable9. Samples were harvested immediately 

following the culture dilution which was 90 min after kinA was induced. 

Therefore, the proteome changes during the time of kinA induction to Spo0A 

phosphorylation and thus the threshold of sporulation needs additional study. 

Transcription of kinA is induced by a constant concentration of IPTG. However, 

the amount of KinA gradually decreased during sporulation. This could be due 

to the downregulation of proteins involved in translation in module blue. 

From microscopy results, we can clearly see that sporulation initiates 

quickly at timepoint 0, as free spores appear at 300 min and reach 70% at 480 

min. During this sporulation process, the overall proteome changeover has been 

investigated in depth for the first time. We validated expression of sporulation 

regulatory proteins, coat proteins and SASPs, as well as other proteins involved 

in sporulation. In addition, through protein co-expression analysis, a number of 

proteins co-expressed within modules of sporulation were identified and could 

be considered as new proteins potentially involved in sporulation. Besides the 

sporulation modules (brown and green), module blue comprised quite a number 

of proteins involved in metabolism, translation, synthesis of antibiotics and 
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amino acids. It shows an opposite expression pattern (gradually decreasing in 

protein amounts) compared to proteins in modules brown and green. However, 

they are connected through module yellow in the co-expression network 

analysis, indicating that regulatory systems of module blue and sporulation 

modules brown and green may have some sort of cooperation to modulate 

other activities in sporulation, such as metabolism and protein translation. 

Remarkably, amounts of some coat proteins, for example morphogenetic coat 

proteins, decreased late in sporulation. At present it is unclear why these coat 

proteins needed to decrease, and no previous studies have reported this 

degradation of coat proteins in sporulation. A logical assumption is that such 

coat proteins could have played roles in guiding or helping assembly of other 

coat proteins, after which they became “surplus” and were degraded. 

 An outstanding question about sporulation is how spore coat 

components are dynamically expressed. In a transcriptomics profiling study of 

Bacillus anthracis, it was reported that the genes whose products make up the 

spore proteome were overrepresented in an earlier phase of the life cycle, 

indicating that the majority of spore proteins is packaged from preexisting 

stocks rather than synthesized de novo33. In our data, all the coat proteins and 

SASPs are upregulated after sporulation initiation. Only a small number of 

sporulation proteins show a decrease during sporulation, indicating they may be 

present in excess prior to the beginning of sporulation. However, a minimal set 

of metabolic proteins are enclosed in mature spores9,10. Most of these metabolic 

proteins are members of module blue where a decreased expression profile was 

shown. In coat assembly, some of the coat proteins may also be expressed prior 

to their assembly, for example, CotO and CotH are associated with CotE in 

assembly, but are expressed earlier than CotE.  

All in all, this study sheds light on the dynamics of protein expression 

during sporulation at high temporal resolution and shows it to be a highly 

dynamic process. A protein co-expression analysis reveals the global 

organization of protein expression during sporulation. 

4. Materials and Methods 

4.1. Sporulation and sampling 
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KinA-inducible Bacillus subtilis strain 1887 was used in this study, and 

kinA transcription relies on the presence of IPTG (Isopropyl β-D-1 

thiogalactopyranoside) in the culture medium13. The sporulation protocol 

described in9 was applied in this study. In short, vegetative cells were grown at 

37°C under continuous agitation (200 rpm) in a MOPS buffered medium 

containing 40 mM NH4Cl and 40 mM glucose. At exponential phase (OD600 = 

0.65), the cells were induced to express kinA with 100 µm IPTG for 90 min. 

Subsequently, the culture was diluted six-fold with the same, pre-warmed, 

medium now devoid of glucose. Time 0 min was defined as the moment after 

culture dilution. For proteomic analysis, 10 ml of culture was sampled at 0, 15, 

30, 45, 60, 75, 90,105, 120, 135, 150, 165, 180, 210, 240, 270, 300, 330, 360, 390, 

420, 450 and 480 min. Three biological replicates were harvested at each time 

point. Harvested samples were stored at −80°C before further experiments. For 

microscopy, 500 µl culture was taken at 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 240, 300, 

360, 420 and 480 min from replicate 1 to monitor the process of sporulation. 

4.2. Microscopy 

Harvested cells were concentrated by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 

1 min and immediately loaded on a 3% w/v agarose (in water) pad on a 

microscope slide supplemented with 5 µg/ml membrane dye Nile Red 

(Invitrogen). The agarose pad was made following the protocol described 

previously34.  Phase-contrast and fluorescent images were taken with a Nikon 

Eclipse Ti microscope. The membrane dye was visualized at an excitation 

wavelength of 570 ± 10 nm and emission wavelength of 620 ± 10 nm. The Nikon 

Eclipse Ti was equipped with an Intensilight HG 130 W lamp, A Nikon CFI Plan 

Apo Lambda 100X oil objective, C11440-22CU Hamamatsu ORCA flash 4.0 

camera, LAMBDA 10-B Smart Shutter form Sutter Instrument, an OkoLab stage 

incubator and NIS elements software version 4.50.00. Microscopy images were 

analyzed with ImageJ/Fiji (http://fiji.sc/Fiji)35. 

4.3. LC-MS/MS 

A 15N metabolic labelling strategy was used to perform proteomic 

analysis. The strategy applied was previously described by Abhyankar et al.36. 

Briefly, an aliquot of 0.5 ml at an OD600 of 1 15N labelled vegetative cells at 
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exponential phase (OD600 = 0.65) and 1.5 ml at on OD600 of 1 15N labelled free 

spores was mixed with every harvested sample. The vegetative cells and spores 

were made using Bacillus subtilis strain 1887. Induced spores were harvested at 

8 h after the dilution and were purified from the remaining vegetative cells with 

Histodenz (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) density gradient 

centrifugation37. The mixed samples were processed including protease 

digestion following the “One-pot” sample processing method38.  

Tryptic samples were reconstituted in 0.1% formic acid in water and 200 

ng equivalent (determined by measuring the absorbance at a wavelength of 205 

nm39) was injected by a Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano UHPLC system (Thermo 

Scientific, Germeringen, Germany) onto a 75um x 250 mm analytical column 

(C18, 1.6 um particle size, Aurora, Ionopticks, Australia) kept at 50°C at 400 

nl/min for 15 minutes in 3% solvent B before being separated by a multi-step 

gradient (Solvent A: 0.1% formic acid in water, Solvent B: 0.1% formic acid in 

acetonitrile) to 5% B at 16 min, 17% B at 38 min, 25% B at 43 min, 34% B at 46 

min, 99% B at 47 min held until 54 min returning to initial conditions at 55 min 

equilibrating until 80 min.  

Eluting peptides were sprayed by the emitter coupled to the column 

into a captive spray source (Bruker, Bremen Germany) with a capillary voltage 

of 1.5 kV, a source gas flow of 3 L/min of pure nitrogen and a dry temperature 

setting of 180°C, attached to a timsTOF pro (Bruker, Bremen Germany) trapped 

ion mobility, quadrupole, time of flight mass spectrometer. The timsTOF was 

operated in PASEF mode of acquisition. The TOF scan range was 100-1700 m/z 

and a tims range of 0.6-1.6 V.s/cm2. In PASEF mode a filter was applied to the 

m/z and ion mobility plane to select features most likely representing peptide 

precursors, the quad isolation width was 2 Th at 700 m/z and 3 Th at 800 m/z, 

and the collision energy was ramped from 20-59 eV over the tims scan range to 

generate fragmentation spectra. A total of 10 PASEF MS/MS scans scheduled 

with a total cycle time of 1.16 seconds, scheduling target intensity 2e4 and 

intensity threshold of 2.5e3 and a charge state range of 0-5 were used. Active 

exclusion was on (release after 0.4 min), reconsidering precursors if ratio 

current/previous intensity >4. 
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4.4. Data processing and bioinformatics 

The raw data were processed with MASCOT DISTILLER (version 2.7.1.0, 

64 bits), MDRO 2.7.1.0 (MATRIX science, London, UK), including the Search 

toolbox and the Quantification toolbox. Prior to processing data were converted 

from Bruker’s tdf format to Bruker’s baf format by a script provided by Bruker 

to make raw files compatible with MASCOT DISTILLER. Peaks were fitted to a 

simulated isotope distribution, with a correlation threshold of 0.6, with 

minimum signal to noise ratio of 1.3. The processed data were searched in a 

MudPIT approach with MASCOT server 2.7.0 (MATRIX science, London, UK), 

against the B. subtilis 168 ORF translation database. The MASCOT search 

parameters were as follows: enzyme—trypsin, allowance of two missed 

cleavages, fixed modification—carbamidomethylation of cysteine, variable 

modifications—oxidation of methionine and deamidation of asparagine and 

glutamine, quantification method—metabolic 15N labelling, peptide mass 

tolerance and peptide fragment mass tolerance—50 ppm. Using the 

quantification toolbox, the quantification of the light peptides relative to the 

corresponding heavy peptides was determined as an 14N/15N ratio, using 

Simpson’s integration of the peptide MS chromatographic profiles for all 

detected charge states. The quantification parameters were: correlation 

threshold for isotopic distribution fit—0.7, 15N label content—99.6%, XIC 

threshold—0.1, all charge states on, max XIC width—250 s, elution time shift for 

heavy and light peptides—20 s. The protein isotopic ratios were then calculated 

as the median over the corresponding peptide ratios. 

The output quantitative data with a protein MASCOT score higher than 

20 was considered as reliable. Proteins quantified in at least 46 of 69 samples 

were selected for the protein co-expression analysis. The missing values in the 

selected proteins were imputed using R software package Amelia40. Log2 

transformation was applied to the data prior to the imputation. Average values 

over three biological replicates were used for co-expression network analysis 

utilizing R/Bioconductor software package WGCNA28. The signed network was 

used in the analysis. The soft threshold and the minimum module size in the 

analysis were 9 and 15, respectively. Transcriptional regulators of genes, their 

products and functions were determined according to SubtiWiki 
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(http://subtiwiki.uni-goettingen.de/)14. Lists of coat proteins and other proteins 

involved in sporulation were also acquired from SubtiWiki. 
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Figure S1. Heatmap visualization of GO (gene ontology) annotation (A, B and C), KEGG 

pathway (D) and transcriptional regulons (E). (A) GO biological process. (B) GO cellular 

compartments. (C) GO molecular functions. The progressively darker blue indicates the 

fractions of the module proteins belonging to the categories labeled on the right of the 

heatmap. GO categories, KEGG pathways and Regulons with more than 3 proteins in 

total are shown in the heatmap. Module size is displayed in the brackets following the 

module name. 
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Abstract  

Bacterial endospores (spores) are among the most resistant living forms 

on earth. Spores of Bacillus subtilis A163 show an extremely higher resistance 

to stresses compared to those produced by laboratory strains. In this chapter, 

we found spores of B. subtilis A163 not only had high amount of DPA, but also 

showed low DPA release rate during heat inactivation. For the first time, we 

investigate the proteome of vegetative cells and spores of the high resistant 

spore forming strain B. subtilis A163 and catalogue the differences in proteome 

make up with the laboratory strain PY79. The proteomic characterization 

identified 2011 proteins in spores and 1901 proteins in vegetative cells of B. 

subtilis A163. Among them, spore morphogenic protein SpoVM has no 

homologs found in B. subtilis A163. Comparing protein expression between 

these two strains uncovered 108 proteins which were differentially present in 

spores and 93 proteins differentially present in cells.  
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1. Introduction  

Strains from Bacillus subtilis are causative agents of food spoilage and 

can be a problem in the food industry1–3. This can largely be attributed to the 

high stress resistance of their produced endospores. In response to nutritional 

and environmental stresses, vegetative cells of B. subtilis can form metabolically 

dormant spores. Those spores show extreme resistance properties compared to 

their correspondent vegetative cells4. Surviving spores can, depending on the 

environmental conditions, quickly germinate, resume vegetative growth and 

subsequently cause spoilage5. Compared to vegetative cells, spores are 

protected by multiple proteinaceous coat layers6. Water content within spores 

core is low and the DNA is saturated by dipicolinic acid (DPA) and α/β-type small 

acid-soluble proteins (SASPs). Many factors can affect spores’ thermal resistance. 

Spores prepared on solid agar plates had higher resistance to wet heat than 

those prepared in liquid media7. Higher sporulation temperature can also result 

in higher heat resistance of spores8. Furthermore, protein composition and DPA 

levels of spores are both affected by sporulation conditions and temperatures8–

10. With respect to spore heat resistance of different Bacillus strains, two distinct 

groups were identified within Bacillus subtilis11. One group of strains, such as B. 

subtilis strains 168 and PY79, have spores with low heat resistance, while the 

other group, such as B. subtilis strain A163, have spores with high heat 

resistance. A mobile genetic element Tn1546 is commonly present in the high 

resistance strains which contain the spoVA2mob operon which can profoundly 

heighten resistance of spores to heat and pressure, encoding four genes of 

unknown function and a three gene spoVA operon12–14. Regrettably, the 

proteome of the high resistant strain B. subtilis A163 has not yet been studied 

extensively using high resolution mass spectrometry-based proteomics so the 

protein expression profile has not been compared with that of low resistance 

spores.  

In this chapter, we investigate the proteomes of spores and cells of B. 

subtilis A163. First, we confirmed the higher thermal resistance and higher level 

of DPA of spores of B. subtilis A163 compared to spores of B. subtilis PY79.  In 

measurement of DPA released at 98°C, we found spores of B. subtilis A163 were 

releasing DPA at a very slow rate. Treatment for six hours could only cause 
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release of half of the total DPA of spores of B. subtilis A163. In proteomes of 

spores and cells of B. subtilis A163, 2011 and 1901 proteins are identified 

respectively, and 2045 cellular and 2170 spore protein are identified in B. subtilis 

PY79. Among the proteome of spores of B. subtilis A163, five proteins of the 

spoVA2mob operon were identified and no homologs for SpoVM were found. 

Previous studies show that strain A163 and strain 168 are very similar at the 

genomic level15. Strain PY79 is a prototrophic derivative of strain 16816. By 

searching every protein sequence of B. subtilis PY79 against all protein 

sequences of B. subtilis A163, 4030 protein sequences of two strains show more 

than 50% of identity. Among them, 1312 and 1276 proteins were quantified 

between the two strains in spores and cells respectively. Both high-abundant 

and low-abundant proteins were revealed in spores and cells. In spores of B. 

subtilis A163, the high-abundant proteins are enriched in the Uniprot categories 

glycosyltransferases and proteases, while low-abundant proteins are mainly 

enriched in membrane and sporulation. In cells of B. subtilis A163, high-

abundant proteins are enriched in the transport of proteins and peptides, as 

well as competence. Proteins involved in biosynthesis and metabolism of fatty 

acid and lipid, as well as oxidoreductase are enriched in the low-abundant 

cellular proteins. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Heat resistance and DPA measurement of B. subtilis spores  

Spores of B. subtilis A163 are reported to show extreme resistance11,15,17. 

Spores of B. subtilis A163 and B. subtilis PY79 were heat treated at 85°C and 98°C. 

A significant decrease in surviving spores with B. subtilis PY79 was observed 

between heat treatments of 85°C and 98°C (Figure 1A). However, no significant 

difference was observed in surviving spores of B. subtilis A163 heated to 85°C 

and 98°C. B. subtilis A163 spores in our measurements, contained significantly 

higher amounts of DPA than spores of B. subtilis PY79 (Figure 1B). Moreover, 

the rate of release of DPA in heat treatment of spores of B. subtilis A163 was 

much slower than that in B. subtilis PY79 (Figure 1C). Treatment of spores of B. 

subtilis PY79 at 98°C resulted in release of ~80% DPA at 1 h and almost all DPA 

at 5 h. However, trace amounts of DPA were released in spores of B. subtilis 
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A163 during the first hour of heat inactivation and less than half of the DPA was 

released at 6 hours. Similar to a previous study17, spores of B. subtilis A163 

needed higher temperatures to release half of the DPA in a fixed incubation time 

than spores of a low resistant strain. Heat inactivation of spores involves 

disintegration of structures of the spore and increase of the permeability of the 

spore inner membrane (IM)18,19. Spores of B. subtilis A163 seem not only to 

contain a high amount of DPA, but also have features to maintain the spore 

structures during heat treatment and therefore prevent the loss of DPA. 

Nevertheless, damage to key spore proteins has taken place before loss of DPA 

and prevents the outgrowth of spores20,21. 

 

Figure 1. Heat resistance test and DPA measurement of B. subtilis spores. 

Statistical significance was determined using Student's t-test - ns, not 

significant. A. Numbers of colonies formed on LB agar plates of B. subtilis 

spores heat treated with 85°C and 98°C for 10 min. B. Total CaDPA released 

by B. subtilis spores. The amount of CaDPA released by spores was calculated 

as % of CaDPA released by B. subtilis PY79. C. CaDPA released by B. subtilis 

spores heat treated at 98°C for 1—6 hours. The amount of CaDPA released by 

spores was calculated as % of the total CaDPA. 
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2.2. Identification and quantification of proteomes of spores and cells  

One important field in the study of spore forming bacteria is 

identification and quantification of the spore and growing cell proteome. In this 

study, we investigated the proteome of both spores and cells of B. subtilis A163. 

2011 and 1901 proteins were separately identified in at least 2 of 3 biological 

replicates of spores and cells of B. subtilis A163, while in the comparison of B. 

subtilis PY79, 2170 spore proteins and 2045 cellular proteins were identified. 

Lists of identified proteins in spores and cells can be found in Supplementary 

Tables S1, S2. In terms of identification of proteins from the spoVA2mob operon 

in B. subtilis A163 spores, 5 proteins were identified (Table 1), excluding the 

protein with a predicted DUF 421 domain and DUF1657 domain, who is thought 

to be the most important one in the spoVA2mob operon12. In addition, homologs 

for the two DUF 1657 domain-containing proteins and SpoVAC2mob were also 

identified. This could be because multiple copies of spoVA2mob were present in 

B. subtilis A16312. To compare proteomes of spores or cells of two strains, we 

first checked how much similarity there was between the protein sequences of 

the two strains. Among 4800 protein coding genes of B. subtilis A163, amino acid 

sequences of 4141 genes show a minimum 22% of identity with the lab strain, 

and 4030 genes show more than 50% identity (Figure 2). Quite a number of 

proteins from the two strains show a high percentage of identity indicating these 

proteins could be considered homologs. Coat proteins identified in B. subtilis 

spores are shown in Table 2. SpoVM, CotU, CotR and YjdH have no homologous 

proteins found in B. subtilis A163. SpoVM is a key protein for the proper 

assembly of the spore coat22. Two homologous genes were found for oxdD, yjqC 

and cotF in B. subtilis A163, but only one homolog of CotF and two homologs of 

YjqC were identified. For the proteins involved in germination and the 

endogenous SpoVA channel5, some germinant receptor proteins, most notably 

GerB proteins were only identified in B. subtilis PY79, but not in B. subtilis A163 

(Table 3). Moreover, strain specific proteins were identified in both strains.  

Among the B. subtilis A163 specific spore proteins, none of them show predicted 

functions except an alpha-glucosidase (protein id = KIL30593.1). 

Table 1. spoVA2mob proteins identified in B. subtilis A163 spores 

Genes Identifier in B. subtilis Identifier in B. Percentage of Number of 
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B4417a subtilis A163b identity (%)c peptides 

DUF1657 prot_WP_009336483.1_679 
prot_KIL30783.1_1 100 27 

prot_KIL30530.1_3 80.882 17 

spoVAD2mob prot_WP_013352386.1_681 prot_KIL30785.1_3 100 8 

spoVAC2mob prot_WP_013352385.1_682 
prot_KIL30782.1_3 100 5 

prot_KIL32093.1_7 97.183 11 

Yhcn/YlaJ prot_WP_017697692.1_683 prot_KIL30781.1_2 100 9 

DUF1657 prot_WP_009336488.1_684 
prot_KIL30780.1_1 100 17 

prot_KIL32090.1_4 91.176 16 

a, a derivative of B. subtilis 168 artificially integrated with the spoVA2mob operon12. b, identified by 

searching protein sequences of spoVA2mob operon of B. subtilis B4417 against the protein sequences of 

B. subtilis A163. c, percentage of identity of the proteins between B. subtilis B4417 and B. subtilis A163.  

 

Figure 2. Amino acid sequence comparisons between B. subtilis strains. 

Every protein sequence in the genome of B. subtilis PY79 was searched against 

the database containing all the protein sequences of B. subtilis A163. The 

match with the highest percentage of identity was included in the figure. 

Table 2. Identified coat proteins in spores of B. subtilis PY79 and A163 

Genes UniProt IDs 
Homologous proteins in B. 

subtilis A163 

Percentage 

of identity 

(%) 

Number of peptides 

B. subtilis 

A163 

B. subtilis 

PY79 

spoIVA P35149 prot_KIL33240.1_118 99.797 131 90 

spoVID P37963 prot_KIL31245.1_33 95.549 22 9 

spoVM P37817 NA NA NA 2 

yaaH P37531 prot_KIL32101.1_8 96.721 117 132 

yuzC O32089 prot_KIL29514.1_5 96.721 13 14 

cotE P14016 prot_KIL29844.1_246 100 58 53 

cotM Q45058 prot_KIL31177.1_55 98.387 5 5 

cotO O31622 prot_KIL30325.1_87 99.111 9 8 

yhjR O07572 prot_KIL33619.1_38 100 21 24 
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yknT O31700 prot_KIL30843.1_42 98.754 2 4 

yncD P94494 prot_KIL31326.1_4 99.746 40 38 

cotZ Q08312 prot_KIL30327.1_89 100 46 35 

cwlJ P42249 prot_KIL33394.1_41 95.775 36 26 

yisY O06734 prot_KIL33591.1_10 98.134 81 73 

ysxE P37964 prot_KIL31244.1_32 98.534 10 4 

yutH O32123 prot_KIL29568.1_59 99.11 16 2 

cotT P11863 prot_KIL30718.1_123 98.78 48 31 

yybI P37495 prot_KIL31595.1_71 93.893 47 51 

cotA P07788 prot_KIL30080.1_5 99.61 170 166 

cotB P07789 prot_KIL31029.1_37 68.116 4 61 

cotG P39801 prot_KIL31027.1_35 92.308 86 45 

cotP P96698 prot_KIL30034.1_53 97.203 24 14 

cotQ O06997 prot_KIL33096.1_104 (a, b) 25 0 111 

cotS P46914 prot_KIL33875.1_18 99.145 133 123 

cotW Q08310 prot_KIL30330.1_92 98.095 22 25 

lipC P42969 prot_KIL29460.1_9 100 72 55 

oxdD O34767 
prot_KIL33540.1_11 (a) 94.231 0 

70 
prot_KIL33541.1_12 (a) 99.642 0 

tgl P40746 prot_KIL32205.1_19 99.184 56 40 

yjqC O34423 
prot_KIL32111.1_3 (b) 34.426 151 

46 
prot_KIL30071.1_90 51.163 1 

yjzB O34891 prot_KIL30279.1_41 96.104 1 4 

ymaG O31793 prot_KIL29859.1_261 96.703 7 19 

yppG P50835 prot_KIL33183.1_61 97.6 4 6 

ytxO P46916 prot_KIL33874.1_17 95.804 52 47 

yxeE P54944 prot_KIL32257.1_32 100 17 15 

cotU O31802 NA NA NA 27 

cgeA P42089 prot_KIL31959.1_13 96.241 12 8 

cgeB P42090 prot_KIL31960.1_14 94.386 11 3 

cgeC P42091 prot_KIL31958.1_12 98.02 2 3 

cgeE P42093 prot_KIL31956.1_10 99.228 14 21 

cmpA P14204 prot_KIL33555.1_2 100 2 10 

cotC P07790 prot_KIL31334.1_12 100 48 30 

cotF P23261 
prot_KIL31586.1_62 (a) 100 0 

51 
prot_KIL31587.1_63 94.643 3 

cotH Q45535 prot_KIL31028.1_36 97.238 101 77 

cotI O34656 prot_KIL33877.1_20 98.3 115 107 

cotJA Q45536 prot_KIL30149.1_74 98.78 67 53 

cotJB Q45537 prot_KIL30150.1_75 100 10 12 

cotJC Q45538 prot_KIL30151.1_76 100 56 41 

cotR O06996 NA NA NA 70 

cotSA P46915 prot_KIL33876.1_19 99.469 185 116 

cotX Q08313 prot_KIL30329.1_91 100 72 48 

cotY Q08311 prot_KIL30328.1_90 100 50 39 
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gerQ P39620 prot_KIL31830.1_12 98.895 21 17 

gerT Q7WY67 prot_KIL32533.1_42 95.541 33 7 

safA O32062 prot_KIL32613.1_30 98.45 77 74 

spsB P39622 prot_KIL31833.1_15 98.911 27 23 

yabG P37548 prot_KIL32152.1_41 98.276 67 54 

ydhD O05495 prot_KIL30052.1_71 99.048 65 53 

ygaK Q796Y5 prot_KIL30263.1_25 (a, b) 24.691 0 49 

yhbB O31589 prot_KIL31183.1_5 99.016 39 43 

yheC O07544 prot_KIL33710.1_129 100 48 2 

yjdH O31649 NA NA NA 19 

ykvP O31681 prot_KIL33950.1_72 99.248 59 49 

yobN O34363 prot_KIL30953.1_14 98.536 26 14 

yodI O34654 prot_KIL32546.1_55 95.181 10 11 

ypeP P54164 prot_KIL33154.1_32 99.558 13 17 

yqfT P54477 prot_KIL32864.1_5 100 14 18 

 NA, not available, no homologous proteins were found in B. subtilis A163 through searching using 

BLASTP. a, not identified in the spore proteome, but showing a high percentage of identity with the 

coat protein. b, low percentage of identity, more research is necessary. 

Table 3. Identified B. subtilis PY79 and A163 proteins involved in germination 

Genes 
UniProt 

IDs 

Homologous proteins in B. 

subtilis A163 

Percentage 

of identity 

(%) 

Number of peptides 

B. subtilis A163 
B. subtilis 

PY79 

gerAA P07868 prot_KIL32731.1_49 97.303 14 24 

gerAB P07869 prot_KIL32730.1_48 (a) 98.082 0 3 

gerAC P07870 prot_KIL32729.1_47 94.906 19 30 

gerBA P39569 prot_KIL31057.1_65 (a) 98.324 0 15 

gerBC P39571 prot_KIL31055.1_63 (a) 97.861 0 27 

gerKA P49939 prot_KIL29364.1_41 98.162 9 15 

gerKB P49940 prot_KIL29362.1_39 96.783 1 3 

gerKC P49941 prot_KIL29363.1_40 (a, b) 24.378 0 6 

gerD P16450 prot_KIL31648.1_3 100 31 52 

gerPA O06721 prot_KIL33608.1_27 98.63 6 9 

gerPB O06720 prot_KIL33609.1_28 100 6 9 

gerPC O06719 prot_KIL33610.1_29 99.024 9 3 

gerPD O06718 prot_KIL33611.1_30 (a) 100 0 1 

gerPE O06717 prot_KIL33612.1_31 99.115 5 1 

gerPF O06716 prot_KIL33613.1_32 100 3 4 

cwlJ P42249 prot_KIL33394.1_41 95.775 36 26 

sleB P50739 prot_KIL33255.1_133 90.12 46 49 

spoVAA P40866 prot_KIL33311.1_189 99.515 1 1 

spoVAC P40868 prot_KIL33309.1_187 99.333 13 10 

spoVAD P40869 prot_KIL33308.1_186 99.408 94 89 

spoVAEA P40870 prot_KIL33306.1_184 100 13 11 
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spoVAF P31845 prot_KIL33305.1_183 99.189 31 27 

 a, not identified in the spore proteome, but showing a high percentage of identity with the protein. b, low 

percentage of identity, more research is necessary. 

Because two databases were used in this study, homologous proteins 

from the two strains were mostly reported as two separate results, for example 

RsmE (ribosomal RNA small subunit methyltransferase E, Uniprot ID P54461) 

identified in the cellular proteome. In a comparison of amino acid sequences, 

RsmE from the two strains had more than 99% identity with one amino acid 

mutation, T18A (Figure 3A). However, two proteins were in the output as two 

items with their own quantitative values (Figure 3B). By checking their peptide 

composition, we found they both contain shared peptides which can be 

identified from either of the two proteins, and specific peptides caused by the 

T18A mutation. Quantification of RsmE using either of the two outputs may 

result in an incorrect conclusion. To overcome this issue, we re-assembled the 

identified peptides to include both the shared peptides and specific peptides 

and calculated the protein abundances accordingly23. In the new output, 

proteins from two strains having shared peptides were treated as homologous 

proteins for the moment and their protein identifiers were both shown in the 

column of Protein IDs (such as RsmE in Figure 3C). In total, 1312 and 1276 

proteins were quantified between two strains in spores and cells respectively, 

with at least two quantified values in each strain (Supplementary Table S1, S2). 
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Figure 3. Quantitative comparison of RsmE peptide levels in growing B. 

subtilis PY79 and A163 cells. prot_KIL34095.1_38, identifier of the 

homologous protein of RsmE in B. subtilis A163; LFQ, Relative label-free 

quantification24. A, Alignment of amino acids of RsmE between two strains. B, 

Protein intensities of RsmE and their identified peptides in the default output. 

C, Protein intensities of RsmE and their peptide components in the new output.  

Among the proteins quantitated, proteins between two strains with an 

identity of higher than 50% were subjected to further analysis. Some proteins 

have multiple homologs identified in B. subtilis A163, such as YjqC, but only one 

homolog in our data is quantitively compared with the protein in B. subtilis PY79. 

That is because, for example, in a comparison of one protein between two 

samples, the quantification algorithm requires some peptides identified in one 

sample must be also identified in the other sample24. In our data, since not 

enough peptides were identified for the other homologs, this makes them 

impossible to be quantitively analyzed. In the quantified spore proteins, 39 

proteins were found to be highly abundant in B. subtilis A163, while 69 were low 

abundance (Figure 4A). For the analysis of cellular proteins, 32 and 61 proteins 

in B. subtilis A163 were present at high and low abundance respectively (Figure 

4A). In the known spore coat proteins retrieved from SubtiWiki25, YmaG and 

CgeA were low abundance and CotJC, CotH, CotSA, SpoVID and GerT were high 

abundance in spores of B. subtilis A163. CgeA is a protein located in the spore 

crust, the outermost layer, and is considered to play a role in crust 

glycosylation26. SpoVID and CotH are essential for spore morphogenesis, and a 

spoVID mutant fails to encase the spore inner and outer coat layers27,28. cotH 

mutant spores have normal heat resistance but are deficient in several coat 

proteins29. CotJC upregulation was observed in spores from a sporulation that 

was kinA-induced, and these spores had higher wet heat resistance than when 

sporulation was induced by nutrient depletion30. However, how increased levels 

of SpoVID, CotH and CotJC affect spore resistance is not known. GerT is also a 

component of the spore coat and ΔgerT spores respond poorly to multiple 

germinants31. For the small acid soluble proteins and the proteins involved in 

spore germination (germinant receptors, SpoVA channel proteins, SleB and 

CwlJ)5, none were quantified to be  more or less abundant in the two strains 

analyzed. For proteins encoded in the spoVA2mob operon, none of them were 
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quantitively analyzed, and more research is needed on this topic.  

 

Figure 4. Quantitative comparison of proteomes in spores and cells of B. 

subtilis PY79 and A163. (A) Volcano plots of the quantified proteins of spores 

between the two strains and the proteome comparison of their 

correspondent cells. Log2 fold changes smaller than 0 (or larger than 0) 

indicate proteins were present with low (or high) abundance in B. subtilis A163. 

Dots in red indicate proteins in B. subtilis A163 were differentially present 

more than twofold with p < 0.05. Dots in blue indicate proteins that were 

present with significant differences with p < 0.05, but less than twofold. (B) 

Uniprot categories enrichment of the differentially presented proteins in 

spores and cells of B. subtilis A163. The fold enrichment is defined as the ratio 

of two proportions. The first proportion is the quantified proteins belonging 

to a UniProt category divided by all high- (or low-) abundant proteins. The 

second proportion is all proteins belonging to the UniProt category in the 
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genome divided by the total proteins in the genome. The size of the dots is 

indicative of the number of quantified proteins (Count) belonging to a 

particular term. The color of the dots is corresponding to the Fisher exact p-

value (PValue). 

The Uniprot terms enriched from the most differentially presented 

spore and cellular proteins are shown in Figure 4B. Glycosyltransferases and 

proteases are enriched in the high abundance spore proteins of B. subtilis A163. 

Of the glycosyltransferases, YtcC is a product of the ytcABC operon, which could 

be involved in the extensive glycosylation of the spore surface32. YdhE plays roles 

in the resistance to bacterial toxins33. The pyrimidine biosynthetic (pyr) gene 

cluster includes the gene for PyrE34, one of the high abundance 

glycosyltransferases. The last high abundance glycosyltransferase is the coat 

protein CotSA35. Among the proteases, IspA is an intracellular serine protease, 

and an ispA null mutant showed a decreased sporulation in at least one 

medium36. While AprE is one of the major extracellular alkaline proteases37, 

serine protease YtrC has been reported to be in the spore IM fraction and to play 

a pivotal role in spore germination38,39. Proteins enriched in Uniprot terms 

sporulation and (cell) membrane are the major part of the low abundance spore 

proteins of B. subtilis A163. The proteins enriched in sporulation are listed in 

Table 4. Their contribution to spore resistance is unknown. Among them, 

SpoIIIAG, YabP, OppA, OppB, OppC, OppF, DppE and PbpE are also membrane 

proteins. High abundance proteins in cells of B. subtilis A163 are enriched in the 

transport of proteins and peptides, as well as competence. Proteins involved in 

biosynthesis and metabolism of fatty acid and lipid, as well as oxidoreductase 

are enriched in the low-abundance cellular proteins of B. subtilis A163.  

Table 4. Proteins enriched in the Uniport term of sporulation 

Proteins Descriptions References 

SpoIIIAG 

a key component of a feeding tube apparatus creating a 

direct conduit between the developing forespore and the 

mother cell 

40,41 

Spo0M 
regulating progress of sporulation and expression of 

Spo0A, but the mechanisms is still unknow 
42,43 

SpoVIF involved in assembly of spore coat proteins that have 44 
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roles in lysozyme resistance 

YabP a coat-associated protein 45 

SplB UV resistance of spores, DNA repair in spore germination 46 

SinR the master regulator of biofilm formation 47 

OppA, 

OppB, 

OppC, 

OppF, 

DppE 

the ATP binding cassette (ABC) transporter systems 48 

PbpE penicillin-binding protein PBP 4* 49,50 

YraD 
forespore-specific sporulation protein, similar to spore 

coat protein 
51 

Multiple factors can contribute to the wet heat resistance of spores52. 

Among them, a spoVA2mob operon is considered to play roles in elevation of their 

resistance to heat and pressure. Measurement of the DPA content of spores of 

B. subtilis A163, the parental strain containing the spoVA2mob operon, indicated 

that these spores contain more DPA than those of a low resistance strain. Of the 

seven proteins encoded in the spoVA2mob operon, we identified five of them in 

A163 spores, but not the two DUF protein thought to be of most importance in 

these spores high heat resistance. Furthermore, a number of germinant 

receptors were not identified in spores of B. subtilis A163. A practical approach 

might be trying to focus on identification of the proteome of the spore IM, as 

this analysis has been done on B. subtilis strain 1A70038. On the other hand, the 

rate of DPA release from spores of B. subtilis A163 during heat treatment is low, 

although the mechanism preventing faster DPA release during heat treatment 

is unknown. Presumably this is due to the integrity and impermeability of the IM 

and protection of coat layers. In addition, the A163 spore proteome contains 

proteins specific to this strain, but with unknown function. The location of these 

proteins in spores and their contribution to spore resistance are also unknown. 

In addition, some proteins have multiple homologs identified in B. subtilis A163, 

for example coat protein YiqC. However, no homologs were found in B. subtilis 

A163 for proteins important for spore morphogenesis, such as SpoVM. What 

proteins would supplement the function of SpoVM or how the spore completes 

the coat encasement without SpoVM homologs would certainly be worth 
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investigating. In addition, high and low abundant A163 spore proteins were 

revealed for the coat layers and a number of the Uniprot categories for both 

cellular and spore proteins. Those could also play some role in the observed high 

thermal resistance of A163 spores. 

3. Conclusion 

B. subtilis A163 arouses the interest of researchers due to its ability to 

produce high heat resistant spores. Significantly higher amounts of DPA were 

observed in spores of B. subtilis A163 than in B. subtilis PY79. In addition, we 

found that release of spore DPA from B. subtilis A163 at 98°C was slower than 

that from B. subtilis PY79 spores. We also investigated the proteome of spores 

and cells of B. subtilis A163 using high resolution LC-MS, as protein differences 

might be the basis of the high thermal resistance and low DPA release rate of 

the A163 spores. In total, 2011 and 1901 proteins were identified in spores and 

cells, respectively. As a comparison, 2045 cellular and 2170 spore proteins are 

identified in B. subtilis PY79. Among spore coat proteins, spore morphogenic 

protein SpoVM has no homologs in B. subtilis A163. CotJC, CotH, CotSA, SpoVID 

and GerT are highly abundant in spores of B. subtilis A163, while YmaG and CgeA 

are at low abundance. Of the identified proteins, 1312 and 1276 were 

quantitively analyzed for spores and cells between two strains. In spores of B. 

subtilis A163, the high-abundant proteins are enriched in the Uniprot categories 

glycosyltransferases and proteases, while low-abundant proteins are mainly 

enriched in membrane and sporulation. 

4. Materials and Methods 

4.1. Strains and sporulation 

Low heat resistant B. subtilis lab strain PY79 and the high heat resistant 

spore forming food isolate B. subtilis A163 were used in this study17. Both strains 

were sporulated in shake flasks containing 3-(N-morpholino) propane sulfonic 

acid (MOPS) buffered defined liquid medium53. In brief, one single colony from 

a Lysogeny broth (LB) agar plate was inoculated in 5 ml LB liquid medium and 

cultivated until exponential phase at 37°C and 200 rpm. The exponentially 

growing cells were then subjected to overnight growth in MOPS medium in a 
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series of dilutions. The dilution with exponential growth was selected and 1 ml 

of it was transferred into 100 ml of MOPS medium and allowed to sporulate for 

72 hours. Spores were harvested and purified with Histodenz (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, Missouri, USA) gradient centrifugation54. Vegetative cells were harvested 

from LB medium at the exponential phase. Three biological replicates of two 

strains were harvested for both spores and cells and stored at −80°C until 

further experiments. 

4.2. Heat resistance and DPA measurement of spores 

Heat resistance of spores from two strains was tested at 85°C and 98°C 

following an established protocol9. One milliliter of spores with an OD600 of 2 

was heat activated at 70°C for 30 min in a water bath. After being placed on ice 

for 15 min, spores were injected into a metal screwcap tube with 9 ml sterile 

milli-Q water pre-warmed for 20 min in a glycerol bath (85°C or 98°C). The metal 

tube was then kept at 85°C (or 98°C) for another 10 min, after which, the tube 

was cooled on ice. The fraction of surviving spores after heat treatment was 

estimated by counting the number of colonies formed on LB plates. Three 

biological replicates were performed for each strain tested for thermal survival 

at both 85°C and 98°C.   

DPA content was calculated as microgram of DPA per milligram dry 

weight of spores. The protocol of DPA measurement was modified from55. One 

milliliter of spores with an OD600 of 2 from each strain was suspended in a buffer 

containing 0.3 mM (NH4)2SO4, 6.6mM KH2PO4, 15 mM NaCl, 59.5 mM NaHCO3, 

and 35.2 mM Na2HPO4. For total DPA measurement, the suspended spores were 

incubated at 121°C for 15 min. After incubation, the sample was centrifuged at 

15000 rpm for 2 min and 700 µl supernatant was transferred to a UV clear 

cuvette (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, germany) to determine the A270. A calibration 

curve of 0—50 µg/ml DPA (2,6-Pyridinedicarboxylic acid) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. 

Louis, Missouri, USA) was used to calculate DPA concentrations of the sample. 

Samples incubated at 98°C for 1—6 hours were used for the calculation of the 

amount of DPA released at various heating times. Dry weight of spores was 

measured by weighing overnight freeze-dried spores. Three biological replicates 

were measured for all conditions. 
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4.3. Proteome databases and comparison of protein sequences  

Amino acid sequences encoded in the genome of Bacillus subtilis A163 

were acquired from56 with accession no. JSXS00000000. The UniProt proteome 

database UP000001570 was used for Bacillus subtilis PY7957. Every protein 

sequence within UP000001570 was searched against the database of B. subtilis 

A163 to find the best match(es) using NCBI BLAST+ blastp (Galaxy version 0.3.3) 

embedded in the web-based platform Galaxy Europe (https://usegalaxy.eu/) 

with the E-value set at 0.0000158–60. The protein sequences encoded in 

spoVA2mob operon in B. subtilis B4417 were acquired from NCBI with a reference 

sequence NZ_LJSM01000045.1. 

4.4. Data acquisition for proteomic analysis 

Processing of samples and fractionation of every tryptic sample into 10 

fractions was done following the protocol described by Tu et al.30. Every fraction 

was reconstituted in 0.1% formic acid in water and 200 ng equivalent (set by 

measuring absorbance at a wavelength of 205 nm61) was injected by a Ultimate 

3000 RSLCnano UHPLC system (Thermo Scientific, Germeringen, Germany) onto 

a 75um x 250 mm analytical column (C18, 1.6 um particle size, Aurora, 

Ionopticks, Australia) kept at 50°C at 400 nl/min for 15 minutes in 3% solvent B 

before being separated by a multi-step gradient (Solvent A: 0.1% formic acid in 

water, Solvent B: 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) to 5% B at 16 min, 17% B at 

38 min, 25% B at 43 min, 34% B at 46 min, 99% B at 47 min held until 54 min 

returning to initial conditions at 55 min equilibrating until 80 min.  

Eluting peptides were sprayed by the emitter coupled to the column 

into a captive spray source (Bruker, Bremen Germany) with a capillary voltage 

of 1.5 kV, a source gas flow of 3 L/min of pure nitrogen and a dry temperature 

setting of 180°C, attached to a timsTOF pro (Bruker, Bremen Germany) trapped 

ion mobility, quadrupole, time of flight mass spectrometer. The timsTOF was 

operated in PASEF mode of acquisition. The TOF scan range was 100-1700 m/z 

and a tims range of 0.6-1.6 V.s/cm2. In PASEF mode a filter was applied to the 

m/z and ion mobility plane to select features most likely representing peptide 

precursors, the quad isolation width was 2 Th at 700 m/z and 3 Th at 800 m/z, 

and the collision energy was ramped from 20-59 eV over the tims scan range to 
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generate fragmentation spectra. A total no of 10 PASEF MS/MS scans scheduled 

with a total cycle time of 1.16 seconds, scheduling target intensity 2e4 and 

intensity threshold of 2.5e3 and a charge state range of 0-5 were used. Active 

exclusion was on (release after 0.4 min), reconsidering precursors if ratio 

current/previous intensity >4. 

4.5. Data processing 

Generated data for spores (of two strains) and cells (of two strains) were 

processed with MaxQuant (Version 1.6.14) in two separate analyses62. 10 

fractions from the same sample were set as one experiment. Proteome 

databases for B. subtilis A163 and B. subtilis PY79 were included in the analysis. 

The proteolytic enzyme used was trypsin/p, and the maximum missed cleavage 

was set to 2. Carbamidomethyl(C) was set as fixed modification with variable 

modifications of Oxidation (M) and Acetyl (Protein N-term). Type of Group 

specific parameters was set as TIMS-DDA. The rest of the parameters were set 

using the default. Since two databases were used in the analysis, the quantified 

values of proteins from two strains with high percentage of identity were 

sometimes reported as two separate proteins in the output proteinGroup.txt 

(vide infra). To quantitatively compare the homologous protein from two strains, 

we re-assembled the identified peptides in the evidence.txt file and quantified 

the protein amounts using the R software package iq23; the R-script used can be 

found in Supplementary R-scripts. The minimum number of peptides for the 

quantification was 2. The differentially presented proteins in cells and spores 

were determined by using R/Bioconductor software package limma63. DAVID 

Bioinformatics Resources tool (version 6.8) was used to retrieve the UniProt 

keyword enrichment of the differentially presented proteins64,65. The protein list 

of coat proteins was retrieved from SubtiWiki (http://subtiwiki.uni-

goettingen.de/)25. 
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Abstract  

Bacterial endospores are able to survive harsh environments commonly 

lethal to their cellular counterparts. The spore resistance capacity relies highly 

on multilayered coat structures. To detect the complete spore proteome, we 

previously developed the “one-Pot” sample processing method. It uses 6 M urea 

to facilitate protein extraction. Meanwhile, a single-pot, solid phase-enhanced 

sample-preparation (SP3) has emerged which uses sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) 

for protein extraction. In this study, we compare the utility of SP3 protein and 

peptide clean-up for the analysis of B. subtilis spores and cells in comparison to 

our established “one-Pot” method. We show that SP3 protein clean-up 

identifies the maximum numbers of peptides (8400 in cells and 6400 in spores) 

and proteins (more than 1200 in both cells and spores). Also, SP3 protein clean-

up is capable of qualitatively and quantitively identifying more membrane 

associated proteins. In conclusion, SP3 protein clean-up can replace the “one-

pot” method in proteomic studies of cells and spores of B. subtilis. 
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1. Introduction 

Bacterial endospores are one of the toughest forms of life on earth. 

Efficient elimination of  spores still challenges the food processing and 

healthcare industries1,2. The extreme resistance of spores is due in part to the 

multilayered proteinaceous spore coat3. To facilitate studying the molecular 

make-up of the spore coat, a “gel-free” protocol that specifically targeted the 

insoluble coat proteins identified hitherto unknown spore coat proteins4. The 

proteome of the spore inner membrane, which is important in both resistance 

to harsh conditions and in germination, has also been analyzed by mass 

spectrometry5. In these4,5, as well as in other studies, SDS is used to increase 

protein extraction and is removed by extensive buffer exchange or washing. 

  The “one-pot” sample processing was designed to qualitatively and 

quantitively study the proteome of intact spores with no extra steps to remove 

detergents6. Use of SDS was avoided because of its deleterious effects on 

reversed phase chromatography and ionization suppression during electrospray 

ionization7,8. Instead, urea was employed to improve solubilization of spore 

proteins and is easily removed prior to liquid chromatography mass 

spectrometry (LCMS) analysis. A drawback to using urea for protein 

solubilization in proteomic studies is its potential to cause carbamylation at 

lysine and arginine residues, negatively affecting protease digestion, protein 

identification, and the study of in vivo protein carbamylation. Special care has 

to be taken not to overheat the urea containing extraction buffer during sample 

disruption to limit isocyanate formation. Use of ammonium containing buffers 

in conjunction with urea also limits unwanted protein carbamylation9.  

Recently, a single-pot, solid phase-enhanced sample-preparation (SP3) 

method has been described which is compatible with a wide range of protein 

solubilizing reagents, such as SDS, and can process samples in a single vessel10. 

It can both prepare mass spectrometry ready peptides from a digest as well as 

cleaned-up protein samples prior to enzymatic digestion. In this chapter, we test 

this SP3 peptide and protein clean-up method on B. subtilis vegetative cells and 

spores compared to the gold standard “one pot” method for analysis of bacterial 

spores and vegetative cells.  
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Equal numbers of cells and spores of B. subtilis PY79 were processed 

using the SP3 peptide, protein clean-up and “one-pot” methods. The processed 

samples were analyzed using LC-MS (liquid chromatography–mass 

spectrometry), and numbers of identified peptides and proteins were compared. 

In assessing the reproducibility of the various methods, coefficients of variation 

(CV) of replicates were calculated. Furthermore, we looked at whether certain 

types of proteins were over or underrepresented in the different sample 

processing techniques by using gene ontology cellular component (GOCC) 

analysis. The results show that SP3 protein clean-up is capable of identifying the 

maximum number of peptides, around 8400 peptides in cells and 6400 peptides 

in spores, which come from more than 1200 proteins. Moreover, SP3 protein 

clean-up could qualitatively and quantitively identify more membrane proteins. 

In terms of reproducibility, SP3 peptide clean-up gave the minimum median CVs 

in cells and “one-pot” showed the minimum median CVs in spores. 

Consequently, SP3 protein clean-up outperforms “one-pot” in identification and 

quantification of spore and cellular proteins of B. subtilis and could be 

considered the new gold standard in bacterial and spore proteomics. 

2. Results  

2.1. Identification of peptides and proteins of B. subtilis cells and spores  

Spore and cellular samples were subjected to SP3 peptide & protein 

clean-up and “one-pot” sample processing methods (Figure 1), and the tryptic 

peptides were analyzed by LC-MS. Data from cells and spores were analyzed 

independently. In both cells and spores, SP3 peptide clean-up is only able to 

identify half number of the peptides identified in SP3 protein clean-up (average 

8400 in cells and 6400 in spores) (Figure 2). The “one-pot” method identifies a 

similar but smaller number of peptides than the SP3 protein clean-up. At the 

protein level, SP3 peptide clean-up identifies ~ 1000 proteins in both cells and 

spores, whereas SP3 protein clean-up and “one-pot” identify more than 1200 

proteins (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of SP3 peptide (SP3 pep) & protein (SP3 pro) 

clean-up and “one-pot” methods. Following bead beating, SDS in SP3 pep, 

and urea in “one-pot” was diluted to the stated concentrations using the 

digestion buffer. Trypsin was added to the diluted samples to digest proteins 

into peptides. Peptides were purified from the digest by SP3 peptide clean-up 

aided by a magnet, and TopTip clean-up separately. In SP3 pro, proteins were 

first purified form the lysate using SP3 protein clean-up aided by a magnet, 

and then digested into peptides. 
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Figure 2. Number of peptides & proteins identified in B. subtilis cells (A) and 

spores (B). Three biological replicates were performed for each method. Each 

bar for a method indicates the number of identified peptides or proteins. 

Identified proteins by three methods were compared. 986 proteins in 

cells and 860 proteins in spores were identified in all three methods (Figure 3A) 

The additional 7 proteins in cells and 3 proteins in spores specifically identified 

by the SP3 peptide clean-up were quite few in number compared to the 

additional 122 cellular and 173 spore proteins identified in the SP3 protein 

clean-up and the 45 cellular and 157 spore proteins identified in the “one-pot” 

method. In terms of proteins identified by two of the three methods, the SP3 

protein clean-up and “one-pot” identified the largest numbers of proteins, 234 

in cells and 189 in spores. The identified proteins were subjected to GOCC 

analysis. The top 10 categories are shown in Figure 3B. In cells, the SP3 protein 

clean-up gave similar results compared to the “one-pot” method in the numbers 

of proteins belonging to the GOCC categories displayed. However, the SP3 

peptide clean-up leads to a lower number of proteins in the plasma membrane 

and integral component of membrane categories. In spores, SP3 protein clean-

up turned out to be able to identify more proteins from plasma membrane and 

integral component of membrane categories. The SP3 peptide clean-up 

identified similar but smaller numbers of proteins in GOCC categories compared 

to the “one-pot” method. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of proteins identified by the SP3 peptide and protein 

clean-up and “one-pot” methods. (A) Venn diagram of the identified proteins 

from the SP3 peptide & protein clean-up and “one-pot” sample processing 

methods. (B) Number of proteins clustered to GOCC categories. Colors of the 

bars correspond to those in (A). 

Germinant receptors (GRs) are key components in spore germination 

and their levels are low in spores11. Both the SP3 peptide and protein clean-up 

were capable of identifying GRs and other germination proteins (Table 1). In 

total, 85, 184 and 151 peptides of germination proteins were identified by the 

SP3 peptide & protein clean-up and “one-pot” methods, respectively. A higher 

number of unique peptides was identified by the SP3 protein clean-up for some 

proteins, such as GerAA, GerBA, GerKC, SpoVAEa and SpoVAF, and some 

proteins have more unique peptides identified by the “one-pot” method, for 

example, GerPC and CwlJ. Most germination proteins known to be localized in 

the inner membrane were identified by all three methods. Spore coat proteins 

identified are listed in Table 2. The coverage of coat proteins identified by the 

SP3 protein clean-up and “one-pot” methods are quite similar, and lead to 

identification of similar numbers of peptides of coat proteins (881 and 827 

peptides respectively). However, the SP3 peptide clean-up identified only 506 

peptides from coat proteins.  

Table 1, germination proteins identified in this study and in the spore inner 

membranea 

Gene Total no. of unique peptides  Identified in this studyb identified in 

inner 

membraneb,c 

SP3 pep SP3 pro "One-pot" SP3 pep SP3 pro "One-pot" 

gerAA 4 11 9 ** ** ** NA 

gerAB 0 0 0 NA NA NA * 

gerAC 4 8 8 ** ** ** NA 

gerBA 1 7 4 * ** ** ** 

gerBC 1 3 3 * ** ** * 

gerKA 8 8 5 ** ** ** ** 

gerKB 0 2 0 NA ** NA ** 

gerKC 7 24 4 ** ** ** ** 

gerPA 0 2 3 NA ** ** NA 

gerPB 0 0 3 NA NA ** NA 

gerPC 1 1 6 * * ** NA 
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gerPF 0 0 3 NA NA ** NA 

spoVAA 0 3 0 NA ** NA ** 

spoVAC 0 3 3 NA ** ** ** 

spoVAD 17 24 30 ** ** ** ** 

spoVAEa 3 9 3 ** ** ** ** 

spoVAF 9 22 11 ** ** ** ** 

cwlJ 5 8 12 ** ** ** NA 

sleB 18 26 20 ** ** ** ** 

a, the protein list is acquired from12. b, *, identified in one replicate; **, identified in at least two 

replicates. c, acquired from5. NA, not identified. 

Table 2, Spore coat proteins identified in this studya 

Gene Total no. of unique peptides Identified in this studyb 

SP3 pep SP3 pro "One-pot" SP3 pep SP3 pro "One-pot" 

spoIVA 19 29 27 ** ** ** 

spoVID 0 0 3 NA NA ** 

spoVM 1 6 0 * ** NA 

yaaH 47 50 38 ** ** ** 

yuzC 8 7 6 ** ** ** 

cotE 17 17 24 ** ** ** 

cotM 0 3 0 NA ** NA 

cotO 0 3 2 NA ** ** 

yhjR 15 23 14 ** ** ** 

yncD 5 18 12 ** ** ** 

cotZ 0 3 12 NA ** ** 

cwlJ 5 9 12 ** ** ** 

yisY 9 27 18 ** ** ** 

yutH 3 6 3 ** ** ** 

yybI 7 15 11 ** ** ** 

cotA 34 59 53 ** ** ** 

cotB 11 34 31 ** ** ** 

cotG 2 8 8 ** ** ** 

cotP 0 0 3 NA NA ** 

cotQ 9 29 37 ** ** ** 

cotS 12 21 34 ** ** ** 

cotW 6 12 5 ** ** ** 

lipC 19 31 12 ** ** ** 

oxdD 12 26 18 ** ** ** 

tgl 15 21 9 ** ** ** 

yjqC 17 19 22 ** ** ** 

yjzB 2 3 0 ** ** NA 

yppG 0 0 5 NA NA ** 

ytxO 7 15 7 ** ** ** 

yxeE 10 11 16 ** ** ** 
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cotD 0 0 2 NA NA ** 

cotU 0 0 10 NA * ** 

cgeA 8 11 6 ** ** ** 

cgeC 0 2 3 NA ** ** 

cotC 10 18 10 ** ** ** 

cotF 11 16 21 ** ** ** 

cotH 6 17 13 ** ** ** 

cotI 16 23 24 ** ** ** 

cotJA 9 11 9 ** ** ** 

cotJB 7 2 13 ** ** ** 

cotJC 18 24 23 ** ** ** 

cotR 9 23 21 ** ** ** 

cotSA 23 35 29 ** ** ** 

cotX 6 6 11 ** ** ** 

cotY 7 11 25 ** ** ** 

gerQ 8 9 18 ** ** ** 

ldt 4 12 3 ** ** ** 

safA 13 23 24 ** ** ** 

spsB 0 3 3 NA ** ** 

yabG 3 9 10 ** ** ** 

ydhD 11 27 24 ** ** ** 

ygaK 10 28 32 ** ** ** 

yhbB 4 16 17 ** ** ** 

yheC 0 7 0 NA ** NA 

yjdH 6 8 9 ** ** ** 

ykvP 2 7 12 * ** ** 

yodI 5 5 6 ** ** ** 

ypeP 5 8 6 ** ** ** 

yqfT 13 15 1 ** ** * 

a, the protein list is acquired from SubtiWiki13. b, *, identified in one replicate; **, 

identified in at least two replicates. NA, not identified. 

2.2. Quantification of peptides and proteins of B. subtilis cells and spores  

We assessed the reproducibility of each method by calculating the 

coefficient of variation (CV) for the LFQ intensities of peptides and proteins for 

the three sample preparation methods (Figure 4). In cells, SP3 peptide clean-up 

shows the minimum median CVs - 0.18 on the peptide level and 0.15 on the 

protein level. However, in spores, the “one-pot” method shows the minimum 

median CVs - 0.17 on the peptide level and 0.16 on the protein level.  
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Figure 4. Box plots of CVs of the peptides & proteins quantified in at least 2 

of 3 replicates in B. subtilis cells (A) and spores (B). Statistical significance was 

determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; 

****, p < 0.0001.  

Proteins quantified in all three methods are classified in different 

clusters in K-means cluster analysis (Figure 5A). In cells, the SP3 protein clean-

up extracted smaller amounts of proteins in cluster K1, and higher amounts of 

proteins in cluster K2, than the SP3 peptide clean-up and “one-pot” methods. In 

spores, the SP3 protein clean-up extracted lower amounts of proteins in cluster 

K1, and higher amounts of proteins in cluster K3, than the SP3 peptide clean-up 

and “one-pot” methods. Furthermore, the SP3 peptide & protein clean-up 

processing methods extracted lower amounts of proteins in cluster K2 than the 

“one-pot” processing method. In the GOCC analysis (Figure 5B), the cellular K2 

and spore K3 clusters which have an increased amount of protein extracted, 

contain a larger proportion of proteins from the plasma membrane and integral 

components of the membrane compared to the other clusters.  In addition, 

spore cluster K2 has a relatively higher fraction of spore coat proteins and spore 
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cluster K3 has a relatively higher fraction of cytosolic proteins. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of proteins quantification by SP3 peptide & protein 

clean-up and One-pot methods. (A) Heat map of the quantified proteins. 

Proteins from cells and spores are clustered in 2 (K1 and K2) and 3 (K1, K2 and 

K3) clusters in K-means cluster analysis. (B) Bar graphs of fractions of the 

cluster classified to GOCC categories. The top 10 categories are shown in the 

graphs. Colors of the bars correspond to the clusters in (A). 

3. Discussion 

The “one-pot” sample processing method has been developed in the lab 

to deal with the complexity of the bacterial spore proteome. It has been 

successfully applied in the study of spores (chapter 4 and6,14), spore 

germination15,16 and spore formation (sporulation, chapter 3). However, it falls 

short in compatibility with different protein solubilizing reagents, for example, 

SDS, one of the most popular laboratory reagents used in the sample protein 
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extraction. What’s more, sample overheating may give rise to problems caused 

by protein carbamylation. The SP3-based workflow has the advantage of 

compatibility with a wide range of protein solubilization reagents and working 

with low  sample amounts in the sub microgram range17. In this chapter we 

demonstrated the applicability of an SP3-based method to proteomic analysis 

of bacterial spores and vegetative cells. With B. subtilis vegetative cells and 

spores, the SP3 protein method identified the largest number of peptides. This 

could be caused by the presence of SDS in SP3 peptide clean-up and urea in the 

‘’one-pot’’ method during digestion, affecting the activity of trypsin. This could 

decrease the overall efficiency of protein digestion and reduce  the peptide 

identification rate, even though most of the activity is reported to be retained 

in a solution containing 0.1% (w/v) SDS or 1 M urea according to the product 

information and18. Moreover, 0.1% SDS may be not strong enough to solubilize 

all membrane proteins during the SP3 peptide clean-up workflow. The CVs 

among three methods are distributed differently at both peptide and protein 

level. However, the median CVs between three methods are similar and well 

within the expected range for label free LCMS analysis. Furthermore, an 

automated sample preparation for proteomics implemented with the SP3 

protein clean-up (autoSP3) has been introduced19. With autoSP3, reproducibility 

among replicates is further improved. 

The “one-pot” sample processing method should be avoided when 

studying in vivo carbamylation as it can cause sample preparation induced 

artifacts as discussed in the introduction. In GOCC analysis, a larger number of 

proteins from the plasma membrane and integral component of membrane 

categories are qualitatively and quantitively identified in spores and cells using 

the SP3 protein clean-up. This underscores the advantages of using SDS for 

protein extraction to cover membrane proteins better in bacterial cell and spore 

proteomics. Two important aspects for studies into spore biology are spore 

germination and spore resistance properties. The methods used to study spore 

proteomes must be capable of identifying major germination and coat proteins. 

In this study, all three methods showed similar coverage on the identification of 

germination and coat proteins. However, the SP3 protein clean-up identified 

184 unique peptides of germination proteins which are far more than that 
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identified by the SP3 peptide clean-up and “one-pot” methods. Furthermore, 

SP3 protein clean-up identified 881 peptides for coat proteins which is far more 

than that identified by the SP3 peptide clean-up and a little more than the “one-

pot” method.  

4. Conclusion 

Overall, we demonstrated the applicability of the SP3 protein clean-up 

to bacterial spores and cells. This method outperformed the “one-pot” method 

in identification and quantification of membrane proteins and the total number 

of identified peptides and proteins, and  it could replace the “one-pot” method 

for processing spores and cells of B. subtilis in proteomic studies. However, 

identification of integral membrane proteins such as B subunits of GRs and some 

SpoVA proteins remains challenging. 

5. Materials and Methods  

5.1. Strain and sporulation 

Bacillus subtilis PY79 was used in this study. Sporulation of the 

vegetative cells was done following the protocol in4. Briefly, cells from a single 

colony were incubated in Lysogeny broth (LB) medium at 37°C and 200 rpm until 

exponential phase (OD600 0.3-0.5) was reached. 1 ml of culture was transferred 

to 20 ml of MOPS-buffered medium to continue growing at 37°C1. When the 

exponential phase was reached again, 5 ml culture were transferred to 500 ml 

MOPS-buffered medium to sporulate at 37°C for 96 h. Spores were purified from 

the remaining cells using Histodenz (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA)20. 

Vegetative cells were harvested from LB medium at exponential phase. Three 

biological replicate samples were collected for spores and cells. Every replicate 

was divided into three portions and they were processed by the SP3 protein and 

peptide clean-up and the “one-pot” methods. 

5.2. SP3 protein clean-up and digestion for mass spectrometry 

The Sample lysis protocol was adapted from the “one-Pot” method6. 

Cells or spores were suspended in a 200 ul lysis buffer containing 1% SDS 

(sodium dodecyl sulfate), 10 mM TCEP (Tris (2-carboxyethyl) phosphine 

hydrochloride), 30 mM CAA (2-Chloroacetamide) and 100 mM ammonium 
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bicarbonate in a 2 ml screw-top tube with an O-ring cap (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

Missouri, USA).  Zirconium-silica beads (0.1 mm, BioSpec Products, Bartlesville, 

OK, USA) were added to the screw-top tube until the beads reached the top 

surface of the buffer. Samples were disrupted using a Precellys 24 homogenizer 

(Bertin Technologies, Aix en Provence, France). The disruption program includes 

7 rounds bead beating at 6000 rpm with 20 s for each round and 60 s pause 

between each round. Samples were placed on ice to lower the temperature 

between the disruption runs. Protein concentrations were determined using the 

Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (CAT NO. 23250) according to the manufacturer’s 

instruction. The SP3 protein extraction protocol is adapted from10,17,21. Briefly, 

carboxylate-modified magnetic beads (Sera-MagTM Magnetic carboxylate 

modified particles (Hydrophilic), CAT NO. 24152105050250, and Sera-MagTM 

Magnetic carboxylate modified particles (Hydrophobic), CAT NO. 

44152105050250) can covalently couple peptides or proteins in a neutral 

condition and decouple them in an acidic condition. Two types of beads 

(hydrophilic and hydrophobic) were mixed 1:1 (v/v), washed and resuspended 

in water at a concentration of 20 ug/ul. 50 µl sample lysates containing ~ 20 ug 

of protein were mixed with 2 ul magnetic bead mixture in a 200 ul PCR tube. 

Acetonitrile was added to a final percentage of 50% (v/v). After incubation for 

18 min at room temperature, the tube was placed on a magnetic rack for 2 min. 

The beads which had coupled proteins settled to the bottom of the tube. 

Supernatant was discarded and the beads were washed with 200 ul 70% ethanol 

two times. After that, the beads were washed with 200 ul acetonitrile again and 

air dried. 10 ul digestion buffer containing 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate was 

used to resuspend beads. 400 ng trypsin was added to digest proteins overnight 

at 37°C. The peptides were decoupled from the beads by acidifying the 

supernatant with formic acid to a final concentration of 1%. Transfer the 

supernatant to a new tube and the sample was ready to be analyzed by LC-MS. 

5.3. SP3 peptide clean-up and digestion for mass spectrometry 

The sample lysis protocol was the same as in the SP3 protein clean-up, 

but the SDS concentration was 0.1%. Following the bead beating and BCA 

protein assay, 600 ul of the lysis buffer containing 100 mM ammonium 

bicarbonate was added to dilute SDS to 0.025%. Trypsin with a 1:50 enzyme to 
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substrate ratio was added and the mix digested overnight at 37°C. Peptide clean-

up was accomplished using the same carboxylate-modified paramagnetic beads 

described in the SP3 protein clean-up. Sample lysates containing 20 ug digest 

were taken to mix with 2 ul magnetic bead mixture. Acetonitrile was added to 

obtain a final percentage of 95%. After 18 minutes incubation at room 

temperature, the tube was placed on a magnetic rack for 2 minutes to let the 

beads to settle. The supernatant was discarded, and the beads were washed 

two times with acetonitrile. Air dried beads were reconstituted with 20 ul 0.1% 

formic acid and sonicated for 5 minutes. Supernatants were transferred to new 

tubes and the tryptic peptides were ready for LCMS analysis. 

5.4. “One-pot” sample processing and digestion for mass spectrometry 

Samples were processed and digested following the “one-pot” method6. 

Cells or spores were suspended in a 200 ul lysis buffer containing 6 M urea, 10 

mM TCEP, 30 mM CAA and 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Bead beating and 

BCA protein assay was done as described in SP3 protein clean-up. 1 ml lysis 

buffer containing 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate was added to dilute urea to 1 

M, and trypsin with 1:50 enzyme to substrate ratio was added to digest 

overnight at 37°C. The digestion reaction was quenched with the addition of 

formic acid to pH < 4. Peptide containing supernatant was collected by 

centrifuging for 15 min at 15000 rpm.  Peptide clean-up was done using C18 

reversed-phase TT2 Top-Tips (Glygen) according to the manufacturer’s 

instruction. 

5.5. LC-MS/MS 

Samples were reconstituted in 0.1% formic acid in water and 200 ng 

equivalent was injected by a Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano UHPLC system (Thermo 

Scientific, Germeringen, Germany) onto a 75um x 250 mm analytical column 

(C18, 1.6 um particle size, Aurora, Ionopticks, Australia) kept at 50°C at 400 

nl/min for 15 minutes in 3% solvent B before being separated by a multi-step 

gradient (Solvent A: 0.1% formic acid in water, Solvent B: 0.1% formic acid in 

acetonitrile) to 5% B at 16 min, 17% B at 38 min, 25% B at 43 min, 34% B at 46 

min, 99% B at 47 min held until 54 min returning to initial conditions at 55 min 

equilibrating until 80 min.  
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Eluting peptides were sprayed by the emitter coupled to the column 

into a captive spray source (Bruker, Bremen Germany) with a capillary voltage 

of 1.5 kV, a source gas flow of 3 L/min of pure nitrogen and a dry temperature 

setting of 180°C, attached to a timsTOF pro (Bruker, Bremen Germany) trapped 

ion mobility, quadrupole, time of flight mass spectrometer. The timsTOF was 

operated in PASEF mode of acquisition. The TOF scan range was 100-1700 m/z 

and a tims range of 0.6-1.6 V.s/cm2. In PASEF mode a filter was applied to the 

m/z and ion mobility plane to select features most likely representing peptide 

precursors, the quad isolation width was 2 Th at 700 m/z and 3 Th at 800 m/z, 

and the collision energy was ramped from 20-59 eV over the tims scan range to 

generate fragmentation spectra. A total of 10 PASEF MS/MS scans scheduled 

with a total cycle time of 1.16 seconds, scheduling target intensity 2e4 and 

intensity threshold of 2.5e3 and a charge state range of 0-5 were used. Active 

exclusion was on (release after 0.4 min), reconsidering precursors if ratio 

current/previous intensity >4. 

5.6. Data processing and bioinformatics 

Collected LCMS data from cells and spores were analyzed using 

MaxQuant (Version 1.6.14)22 in two independent analyses. The data were 

searched against a UniProt proteome database (proteome ID UP000001570)23. 

The instrument type was Bruker TIMS. Digestion enzyme was Trypsin/P with a 

maximum of 2 missed cleavages. LFQ method was selected for the label-free 

quantification. Other parameters were set as the default values. 

The output identified peptides and proteins and their LFQ quantitation 

were extracted from the files peptides.txt and proteinGroup.txt. The potential 

contaminant and identified reverse peptides and proteins were removed from 

the results. Identified peptides and proteins were counted and compared. 

Proteins identified at least two times in one of three methods were analyzed 

further to investigate their proteome coverages. To compare the reproducibility 

of the three methods, coefficient of variations (CVs) of the peptides and proteins 

quantified in more than two replicates were calculated. Proteins quantified in 

three replicates were used to compare the protein recovery efficiency between 

the methods. K-means clustering was used to classify the proteins in different 
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groups. Functional annotation of identified and quantified proteins from the 

three methods was carried out with the help of tools available at DAVID 

bioinformatics resources24. 
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To form a metabolically dormant and stress resistant spore, a vast 

number of genes become active and their gene-products direct assembly of the 

spore during the process of sporulation. Sporulation is a heterogeneous event 

in a population, well understandable from an evolutionary and metabolic 

viewpoint. For experimental analysis using various ‘omics’ tools, heterogeneity 

in a population is, however, an important hurdle. In order to cope with this, we 

used a kinA inducible strain for time-resolved proteomic analysis. KinA is the 

starting point of the phosphorelay system that initiates the sporulation process 

culminating in Spo0A phosphorylation. We report on our studies in Chapter 2. 

Compared with wild-type spores, the spores obtained from kinA-induced cells 

showed a thicker coat and cortex layers and some enhanced thermal resistance. 

The spore proteome and germination behavior were also different from wild-

type spores. These results corroborate the intricate link between spore 

formation and spore stress resistance mechanisms and alerted us to take this 

into account in our studies. To further unravel mechanisms central to the 

formation of Bacillus spores, we performed a detailed time-resolved proteomic 

analysis on synchronized sporulating cultures in Chapter 3. Through protein co-

expression analysis, four co-expressed modules (i.e., modules brown, green, 

blue, and yellow) were revealed. Among them, modules brown and green are 

associated with sporulation, module blue is associated with ribosomal and 

metabolic proteins and module yellow is co-expressed with all other three 

modules. Remarkably, the levels of some of the coat proteins, for instance the 

morphogenetic coat proteins, decreased late in sporulation. At present it is 

unclear why these coat proteins needed to decrease, and no earlier study has 

reported such degradation of coat proteins in sporulation. A logical assumption 

is that these coat proteins could have played roles in guiding or helping assembly 

of other coat proteins, after which they became “surplus” and were degraded. 

Our study highlights the dynamics of protein expression during sporulation at 

high temporal resolution and illustrates its highly dynamic nature. In Chapter 4, 

we investigated the proteome of a high heat resistant strain, Bacillus subtilis 

A163. We found no SpoVM homologs present in Bacillus subtilis A163. 

Quantitative analysis revealed both high and low abundance of spore and 

cellular proteins in Bacillus subtilis A163 compared to those in a laboratory wild-

type strain. These findings might be some of the basis of the high thermal 
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resistance of the B. subtilis A163 spores. In order to facilitate future time 

resolved proteomic analyses we described a novel sample preparation method 

in particular aimed at a higher recovery of membrane proteins. In Chapter 5, we 

successfully applied the single-pot, solid phase-enhanced sample-preparation 

(SP3) on a proteomic study of B. subtilis spores and cells. With SP3, more 

membrane proteins were qualitatively and quantitively identified. 

In this concluding chapter, we discuss our results focusing on the 

implications of the data for spore thermal stress resistance and future 

perspectives derived from the results described in this thesis. 

1. Mass spectrometry-based spore proteomics 

Proteomics was defined as “the use of quantitative protein-level 

measurements of gene expression to characterize biological processes and 

decipher the mechanisms of gene expression control”1. The insolubility of many 

spore proteins makes the study of the spore proteome quite challenging. With 

the development of proteomics technologies, mass spectrometry-driven 

proteomics has opened new avenues to resolve the spore proteomes, including 

soluble and insoluble fractions2–4. To quantitively study the spore proteome, two 

quantitative proteomics strategies were employed in this thesis—15N metabolic 

labelling (Chapter 2 and 3) and label-free quantification (Chapter 4 and 5). 

Quantitative data utilizing metabolic labelling are acquired by mixing a “heavy” 

sample grown in one condition with a “light” sample grown in another condition. 

After LC-MS analysis, relative protein abundance from two conditions can be 

calculated through isotopic peptide ratios (Figure 1a). Stable isotope-based 

labeling methods are the gold standard for quantification. However, 15N 

metabolic labeling is limited to strains that can be easily grown in the laboratory. 

Label-free quantification is the simplest and most economical approach and is 

applicable to any kind of material (Figure 1b). With the latest development of 

accurate proteome-wide label-free quantification by delayed normalization and 

maximal peptide ratio extraction (MaxLFQ), label-free quantification with 

MaxLFQ has already achieved quantification accuracies similar to that of SILAC 

(stable isotope labeling by amino acids in cell culture)5. 
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Figure 1. General approaches for quantitative proteomics. (a) Shotgun 

isotope labeling method. After labeling by light and heavy stable isotopes, the 

control and sample are combined and analyzed by LC-MS/MS. The 

quantification is calculated based on the intensity ratio of isotope-labeled 

peptide pairs. (b) Label-free quantitative proteomics. Control and sample are 

subject to individual LC-MS/MS analysis. Quantification is based on the 

comparison of peak intensity of the same peptide or the spectral count of the 

same protein. Adapted from6. 

2. Sporulation and spore resistance 

To facilitate proteomic research on sporulation, a kinA-inducible strain 

was used. Chapter 2 has addressed the influence of KinA induction on the spores 

produced. In doing this work we noticed that induction of sporulation via KinA 

in a nutrient rich-liquid medium (Luria Bertani broth i.e., LB) results in less heat 

resistant spores (Figure 2, unpublished data). This is in accordance with previous 

findings that culture conditions affect spores’ thermal resistance, not only the 

temperatures and medium states (liquid or solid)7–10, but also the richness of the 

medium. Still, many questions remain unanswered regarding the way in which 
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sporulating cells sense medium environments and respond accordingly. In 

vegetative cells, SigB dependent and independent-general stress proteins are 

induced by heat shock, salt and ethanol stress, and glucose or phosphate 

starvation11. The thermal resistance of the vegetative cells of Clostridium 

perfringens was increased two- to threefold when a sublethal heat shock was 

applied12. During sporulation, heat shock also increases spore heat resistance 

significantly13,14. A heat shock stimulates expression of heat shock proteins, but 

the heat shock induced proteins disappeared later in sporulation14. However, 

how the heat shock proteins influence the sporulation regulatory system is 

unknown. The time resolved proteomics shown in Chapter 3 are designed to 

monitor the changeover of the spore proteome during sporulation. In the results 

from this experiment, not only were sporulation proteins identified, but also 

proteins of the general stress response regulon (SigB regulon) and stringent 

response, as well the proteins involved in metabolism and protein synthesis. 

With these data a protein co-expression network of sporulation was revealed. 

This will become the basis for future studies of sporulation regulatory 

mechanisms under different conditions, such as sporulation temperature and 

richness of the medium, and between different strains producing spores with 

high and low resistance. 

 

Figure 2. Wet heat resistance at 85°C of spores obtained from of B. subtilis 

(kinA-Phyperspank) sporulated in different media. The wild type (WT) strain PY79 

sporulated in SM (Sterlini and Mandelstam) medium is used as a control. The 

kinA-Phyperspank strain 1887 was obtained from15. Spore preparation, 
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purification and assessment of heat killing were carried out as described 

in3,16,17. 

The spore proteome of high heat resistant spores from B. subtilis A163 

was extensively studied for the first time in Chapter 4. However, some 

germinant receptors (GRs) and several proteins of the SpoVA channel and 

spoVA2mob operon were not identified. In Chapter 5, we described the 

application of the SP3 protein clean-up to increase the sensitivity of the 

proteomic analysis of bacterial spores. Since the SP3 protein clean-up showed 

advantages in the identification of membrane proteins, and GRs and SpoVA 

proteins are located in the spore inner membrane (IM)18–20, SP3 could be 

promising for the identification of low abundance membrane proteins. 

Furthermore, a liquid handling robot for automated processing (autoSP3) of 

sample lysates in a 96-well format embedded with SP3 is capable of handling 

multiple samples at the same time21, which should greatly facilitate time 

resolved analysis of spore protein synthesis upon sporulation of different strains 

under relevant environmental conditions.  

In chapter 2 and 4, we described the varied spore proteomes in spores 

exhibiting very different thermal resistance. Abhyankar et al. has also reported 

the varied spore proteomes of spores prepared in a solid and a liquid medium, 

and spores prepared in the solid medium showed elevated thermal resistance8. 

Among the differentially presented proteins of spores in the three conditions 

(Table 1), protein YckD and proteins from the opp operon were always in a low 

abundance in the high thermal resistance spores, and coat proteins from the 

cotJ operon were in high abundance. This observation confirms the notion that 

variation in the spore thermal resistance involves remodulation of the spore 

molecular composition. However, how B. subtilis remodulates the spore 

proteome in different conditions is unknown, and how remodulation of the 

spore proteome leads to increased spore thermal resistance is also unknown.  

Table 1. Differentially presented proteins in spores of different strains and 

sporulation conditions of B. subtilisa 

UniProt 

IDs 
Proteins 

Abundance 

in spores of 

Up- or down-

regulation in 

Up- or down-

regulation in spores 
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B. subtilis 

A163 

spores of kinA-

induced B. subtilis 

PY79 

of B. subtilis PY79 

sporulated in a solid 

medium 

O34563 GlnH Low Downregulation NA 

P54466 YqfA Low NA Downregulation 

P24141 OppA Low Downregulation Downregulation 

P24139 OppC Low Downregulation NA 

P24136 OppD Low Downregulation NA 

P24137 OppF Low Downregulation NA 

O32076 YuaG Low Downregulation NA 

P42089 CgeA Low Downregulation NA 

P42402 YckD Low Downregulation Downregulation 

P37558 YabP Low NA Downregulation 

P39801 CotG NA Downregulation Downregulation 

P96619 YdcC NA Downregulation Downregulation 

O06010 YraD Low Upregulation NA 

Q45535 CotH High NA Downregulation 

P46915 CotSA High NA Downregulation 

O31802 CotU NA Upregulation Downregulation 

P07790 CotC NA Upregulation Downregulation 

Q45536 CotJA NA Upregulation Upregulation 

Q45537 CotJB NA Upregulation Upregulation 

Q45538 CotJC High Upregulation Upregulation 

Q7WY67 GerT High Upregulation NA 

O34413 YtcC High Upregulation NA 

P39668 YyxA High NA Upregulation 

a, adapted from chapter 2 and 4, and8. NA, not identified or not differentially 

presented. High or low abundance (upregulation or downregulation) of 

proteins indicates protein amounts in the high thermal resistance spores are at 

least twofold or less than half of the protein amounts in the spores of low 

thermal resistance, respectively. Proteins differentially present in at least two 

conditions are shown.  

3. Future perspectives 

Resistant spores are formed in sporulation. We have shown in Chapter 

2 that kinA induction alters spores’ proteome. A question could be asked—does 
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induction of other kinases also cause the same effect on spores? In the 

phosphorelay system controlling sporulation, there are in total five kinases with 

KinA  being the most active22,23. Sporulation is decreased to almost zero in a 

strain mutated both in kinA and kinB24. In an attempt to artificially induce 

sporulation, kinA, kinB or kinC can trigger sporulation, but kinD or kinE cannot 

(Figure 3). Since these different kinases are thought to play roles in response to 

different environmental signals, it may be worthwhile to investigate the effect 

of induction of sporulation by different kinases on the spore proteome and 

properties. 

 

Figure 3. Induced synthesis of KinA, KinB, or KinC, but not of KinD or KinE, 

triggers sporulation. Cells of strain MF1887 (A, Phy-spank-kinA), MF1888 (B, Phy-

spank-kinB), MF1889 (C, Phy-spank-kinC), MF2147 (D, Phy-spank-kinD), MF2148 (E, Phy-

spank-kinE), and PY79 (wt) were induced to sporulate in CH medium (a rich 

medium for which casein hydrolysate is the sole carbon source) followed by 

IPTG addition or in SM medium [PY79 (wt)]. Cells were treated with the vital 

membrane stain FM4-64 at hour 3 post-induction and observed by 

fluorescence microscopy. Forespores were visualized within cells in A, B, C, 

and wt (pointed by arrows). Bar, 2 µm. Adapted from25. 

As indicated above, the spores’ thermal stress varies and is highly 

dependent on sporulation conditions. However, how the sporulation regulatory 

system responds to varying conditions is not known. One possible technical 
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direction to investigate sporulation regulatory mechanisms is the time resolved 

proteomic analysis of sporulation of the cells sporulated under different 

conditions, such as different temperatures or in nutrient poor and rich medium, 

as well as under other stresses. For the high heat resistant spores from B. subtilis 

strain A163, a combination of purification of the spore IM and then processing 

the spore IM fraction using SP3 could improve the identification of important IM 

spore proteins. More research is also needed with respect to the encasement of 

spore coat layers in B. subtilis A163, as SpoVM is crucial to proper formation of 

the coat in B. subtilis PY7926,27, but no homologs of SpoVM were found in B. 

subtilis A163 (Chapter 4). 

In conclusion, the details regarding the proteome dynamics of 

sporulation and the high resistance of spores from strain B. subtilis A163, as well 

as the successful application of the SP3 protein clean-up in the study of the 

bacterial spore proteome, as described in this thesis, have provided novel 

insights in the spore proteome and sporulation, and offer opportunities for 

future studies to further understand the molecular physiology of high thermal 

resistance of bacterial spores. 
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Summary  

 Bacterial spores are one of the common concerns for the food industry. 

Sources of contamination by bacterial spores in the food chain may include, but 

are not limited to, water, soil, food ingredients and the processing chain itself. 

The extreme thermal resistance exhibited by the spores favors their survival of 

food processing and long-term persistence in foods. Beside the problems caused 

in the food chain, some species of Bacillus and Clostridium are causative agents 

of several serious human diseases. Therefore, the investigation of the 

sporulation (spore formation) characteristics at the molecular physiological level 

and thus, among others the spore proteome, are crucial to further our 

understanding of spore physiology and to ensure the most efficient control of 

the problems caused by spores. 

Chapter 1 concisely introduces the general knowledge of spore 

structure, spore germination and outgrowth, sporulation and sporulation 

regulatory systems, and sporulation heterogeneity.  

Chapter 2 describes how the artificial induction of kinA in B. subtilis can 

minimize the heterogeneity of sporulation initiation and therefore homogenize 

sporulation to result in 70% spore formation of the population within 8 hours. 

Moreover, spores from a cell population in which kinA is inducted showed an 

elevated resistance to wet heat compared to the spores of the wildtype strain. 

The induced spores also showed a delayed germination behavior compared to 

wildtype spores. Transmission electron microscopy analysis indicates that the 

induced spores had a relative thicker cortex and coat layer. Proteome 

comparison of spores of the kinA induced cell population and the wildtype cell 

population reveals the upregulation of sets of proteins enriched in sporulation 

but also the downregulation of other sets of proteins enriched in sporulation, 

metabolism and coping with stress functionality. Thus, while kinA 

overexpression enhances synchronicity in sporulation initiation, it also has 

profound effects on the central equilibrium of spore formation, and spore 

resistance and germination, through modulation of the spore’s molecular 

composition. 

Chapter 3 reports on the proteome changeover during the 
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homogeneous sporulation described in chapter 2. Four co-expressed modules, 

modules brown, green, blue, and yellow, were revealed thorough a protein co-

expression analysis. Among them, modules brown and green are associated with 

sporulation. Module blue is associated with ribosomal and metabolic proteins. 

Module yellow is co-expressed with all other three modules. Remarkably, the 

levels of some of the coat proteins decreased late in sporulation. A logical 

assumption is that these coat proteins could have played roles in guiding or 

helping assembly of other coat proteins, after which they became “surplus” and 

were degraded. This study highlights the dynamics of protein expression during 

sporulation at high temporal resolution and illustrates its highly dynamic nature. 

In chapter 4, the DPA level of spores and the proteome of high heat 

resistant spores of the food isolate strain B. subtilis A163 was investigated. 

Significantly higher amounts of DPA were observed in spores of B. subtilis A163 

than in B. subtilis PY79, a low heat resistance strain. In addition, the release rate 

of spore DPA from B. subtilis A163 at 98°C was in our hands lower than that of 

B. subtilis PY79. In total, 2011 and 1901 proteins were identified in the spores 

and the cells of B. subtilis A163. Among them 108 proteins in spores and 93 

proteins in cells were differentially present compared to B. subtilis PY79. In 

addition, morphogenetic protein SpoVM has no homologs found in B. subtilis 

A163. These findings form a basis for further mechanistic analysis of the high 

thermal resistance and the low DPA release rate of the B. subtilis A163 spores. 

In chapter 5, the single-pot, solid phase-enhanced sample-preparation 

(SP3) was successfully applied to the proteome study of B. subtilis spores and 

cells. With SP3, more membrane proteins were qualitatively and quantitively 

identified. In addition, SP3 could replace the “one-pot” method to process 

spores and cells of B. subtilis in proteomic analysis studies. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the results achieved in this thesis, and further 

discusses the mass spectrometry-based proteomic strategies used in this thesis, 

the implications of the data for spore thermal stress resistance and the future 

perspectives derived from this data presented in this thesis. 
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Samenvatting 

Bacteriële sporen zijn een van de problemen voor de voedingsindustrie. 

Bronnen van deze vervuiling met bacteriele sporen zijn onder andere water, 

grond, ingrediënten en de verwerkingsketen zelf. De resistentie van de sporen 

tegen extreme hitte helpt ze overleven tijdens het verwerkingsproces en bij de 

langdurige overleving in het voedsel. Naast de problemen in de 

voedingsindustrie, zijn enkele soorten van Bacillus en Clostridium ook de 

veroorzakers van serieuze humane ziektes. Onderzoek naar de sporulatie 

(sporevorming), de eigenschappen op het moleculaire fysiologische niveau en 

het proteoom van de sporen zijn daarom cruciaal in het onderzoek naar de 

fysiologie en efficiënte controle van de problemen die door deze sporen worden 

veroorzaakt. 

 Hoofdstuk 1 introduceert kort de algemene kennis over de structuur 

van sporen, de sporenkieming en uitgroei, sporulatie en de regulatoire systemen 

en de heterogeniteit van het sporulatie proces. 

 Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft dat kunstmatige inductie van kinA in B. subtilis 

heterogeniteit in de initiatie van sporulatie kan minimaliseren. Hierdoor is het 

mogelijk om sporulatie te homogeniseren waardoor 70% van de populatie 

binnen 8 uur sporen vormt. Ook vertonen deze sporen verhoogde resistentie 

tegen hitte in vergelijking met wildtype sporen. Transmissie 

elektronenmicroscopie analyse laat zien dat de kinA geïnduceerde sporen een 

relatief dikkere cortex en coatlaag hebben. Wanneer het proteoom vergeleken 

wordt tussen wildtype en kinA geïnduceerde sporen is te zien dat een set genen 

die betrokken zijn bij sporulatie opgereguleerd worden en maar ook een set 

genen die betrokken zijn bij het sporulatie, metabolisme, en stress resistentie 

juist neerwaarts gereguleerd worden. KinA overexpressie verbetert de 

synchroniteit in de initiatie van sporulatie, maar heeft ook een diepgaand effect 

op het centrale evenwicht tussen sporevorming, -weerstand en -kieming, 

doordat het ook de moleculaire compositie van de spore moduleert. 

 Hoofdstuk 3 rapporteert de omschakeling van het proteoom gedurende 

de homogene sporulatie die in hoofdstuk 2 wordt beschreven. Vier modules die 

gezamenlijk tot expressie komen, module bruin, groen, blauw en geel, zijn met 
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behulp van een eiwit co-expressie analyse ontdekt. Modules bruin en groen 

worden geassocieerd met sporulatie. Module blauw wordt geassocieerd met 

ribosomale en metabole eiwitten. Module geel wordt tegelijkertijd met alle 

andere drie modules tot expressie gebracht. Opvallend is dat de expressie van 

een aantal coat eiwitten afnam, naarmate de sporulatie vorderde. Een logische 

aanname is dat deze coateiwitten een rol spelen in het begeleiden of opbouwen 

van andere coateiwitten, maar hun rol later overbodig was en ze werden 

afgebroken. Deze studie laat de grote dynamiek in eiwitexpressie gedurende het 

sporulatieproces zien in een hoge tijdresolutie. 

 In hoofdstuk 4 is de hoeveelheid DPA  en het proteoom van sporen van 

een stam met hoge hitte resistentie onderzocht. Significant hogere 

hoeveelheden DPA werden gevonden in sporen van B. subtilis A163 in 

vergelijking met PY79 welke minder hitte resistent is. Ook was de snelheid 

waarmee DPA vrijkwam uit B. subtilis A163 bij 98°C in onze experimenten lager 

dan die van PY79. In totaal zijn er 2011 en 1901 eiwitten geïdentificeerd in 

respectievelijk de sporen en vegetatieve cellen van B. subitilis A163. 108 

eiwitten in sporen en 93 eiwitten in vegetatieve cellen waren differentieel 

aanwezig in vergelijking met PY79. Daarnaast bleek het morphogene eiwit 

SpoVM afwezig in A163, wat een mogelijke verklaring kan zijn voor de hoge hitte 

resistentie en lage DPA afgifte van de A163 sporen. 

 In hoofdstuk 5 is de single-pot solid phase-enhanced sample 

preparation (Sp3) methode succesvol toegepast op de proteoom studie van B. 

subtilis sporen en vegetatieve cellen. Met SP3 zijn een groter aantal 

membraaneitwitten geidentificeerd en gequantificeerd. Ook wordt aangetoond 

dat deze mothode de oudere one-pot methode kan vervangen bij B. subtilis 

proteoom studies. 

 Hoofdstuk 6 vat de resultaten uit deze thesis samen en bespreekt de op 

massaspectrometrie gebaseerde proteoom strategieën die zijn gebruikt in deze 

thesis, de implicaties voor de hitteresistentie van sporen en de 

toekomstperspectieven die het werk in deze studie biedt. 

Edited by Richard de Boer 
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